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INTRODUCTION

Socio-economic impact and extractive industry?

What is meant by “socio-economic impact”? Perhaps it is not appropriate for us to start
with this question in particular since we have already completed a study of the socio-
economic impacts of the Finnish extractive industries. The question was put to me several
times during the 3 days of interviews with persons that could help us to understand the
long-term developments of the sector and the factors behind its present situation. There is
not one single definition of the term socio-economic impact as little as there is a simple
and universal definition of “extractive industries”. Scientific definitions missing we have
tried to find workable and pragmatic definitions of both terms in cooperation with the
Kaivannaisteollisuusyhdistys (KTY) and the members that we have been in contact with.

Socio-economic impact means in broad terms impacts of the sector which are not easily
quantifiable or measurable but nevertheless important such as: Health and safety issues,
environmental effects, regional distribution of value added, employment and other benefits
arising out of the industry. The extractive industries is a key term in our study and we have
taken it to include metal mining, industrial minerals, dimensional stone industry, quarrying
and operations of sand and gravel pits, mining equipment manufacturers, service providers
to the mining industry and its consultants and finally research and development involved in
the sector. It is a fairly wide definition and not crystal clear at all borders but useful enough
for the purpose of this study.

Purpose

The purpose of the study is to prepare a foundation to:

•  Put the extractive industry cluster/sector on the public agenda in Finland as an
important positive force in society.
•  Estimate the “real” socio-economic impact of the entire cluster/sector.
•  Start to get pro-actively away from the negative image the industry has got in recent
years.

Some of our conclusions/recommendations might not be new but rather self-evident and
others a bit provocative and not perceived to be constructive for the future. Our intention
has however always been to try to reach our final goal of making a contribution towards
the reappraisal of the extractive industries and the resource based cluster.

How and when

This study has been prepared by Magnus Ericsson and Fredrik Pettersson of the Raw
Materials Group (RMG) in close cooperation with the KTY and in particular professor
Pekka Särkkä and Leena Sorvaniemi from both of whom we have received excellent
support.
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The project started in late June 2001 and consisted initially of desk studies and later a
series of interviews conducted in Finland. Two project meetings were held with Pekka
Särkkä. The bulk of the work was finished until late September when the KTY R&D
committee had a meeting in Orijärvi at which RMG was given the opportunity to present a
draft report and discuss the findings and proposals of the study. The draft report was
circulated and comments were obtained. The final report is corrected as far as the mistakes
and misunderstandings, which were highlighted in this review process concerns. We have
further added some figures and views that were missing at that time.

We would like to thank everybody that has helped us and in particular the many who have
without hesitation answered most if not all our questions and supplied us with the possible
and sometimes impossible material we have requested.  As is usually the case in
Introductions like this we would like to note that in spite of all the help we have received
we have made mistakes, most of which will hopefully have been eradicated, but for all of
which we ourselves bear all responsibility.

Further work

Among the proposals made in the final chapter of this report there are some that needs
further attention and concerning which we feel we have not been able to dig up sufficient
material within the framework of the present study. But in most cases the present material
should be sufficient to use a starting point to “put the extractive industries on the public
agenda”.

Stockholm 2002 01 10

Raw Materials Group
Magnus Ericsson
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BACKGROUND

Mining sector in dire straits

Global mining has been forced on the defensive. Metal prices in general are low and gold
in particular has been doing very badly in the last two years. Return on capital invested in
the sector has been poor if not disastrous. The mining industry is facing difficult times all
around the world and possibly worse in Europe than elsewhere. Two serious environmental
catastrophes have taken place within a couple of years: the collapse of the tailings dam at
Aznalcollar near Sevilla in Spain and the cyanide spill into the Danube from a Romanian
gold operation. These events coupled with the loss of understanding of the mining industry
as it has more or less disappeared from central Europe already 50 years ago, has meant that
the pressure on the industry to move out of Europe has mounted. When Mrs Thatcher
crushed the miners’ trade union in the UK in the 1980s one of the last “grass roots” pro-
mining organisations was silenced. It is no wonder that statements like “Sustainability
means less mining not more”, from a group of environmental and indigenous peoples
support organisations originating all over the world 1, can be handed in to the UNEP in full
earnest.

There are no Finnish organisations among the signatories of this document, but one
Swedish, indicating that these views are also spreading to Scandinavia. At the same time
the widespread belief that emerging new technologies will give birth to new industries,
which will solve all economic and social problems has been seriously dented when the IT
balloon burst. The physical consumption of metals is increasing steadily, proving the
obvious: the demand and need for metals and minerals are real. And this is the case in spite
of ever increasing and successful recycling efforts.

Against this background KTY has asked the Raw Materials Group to prepare a study of the
“Socio-economic impact of Finnish extractive industry ”. The study or report is not a
thorough scientific analysis undertaken to give the final and conclusive answers to neither
what the socio-economic impact is nor a detailed prescription what to do to rectify and
restore the image of the industry. It is rather intended as a study done according to the old
80/20 recipe, with only 20 % of the resources 80 % of the results can be achieved. There
are hence many shortcomings in the report but its main thrust should cover the most
important aspects of the issues raised. The proposals and the concluding discussion should
be seen as a way to present ideas to discuss internally within KTY and later to serve as the
basis for action. It might be necessary to supplement this study with some exact figures,
rather than the estimates sometimes used, others have to be updated and in some cases
completely new facts have to be dug up.

There are several similar initiatives on-going at the same time. The Mining, Minerals and
Sustainable Development Project (MMSD) 2 initiated by the Global Mining Initiative is
preparing its ambitious report to be finished in time for next year’s  (2002) Rio + 10
Summit on global environmental issues. More close to home the Svenska Gruvföreningen
has started a similar study called “Vision 2010 – Den svenska Bergindustrin en industri i
världsklass”. The Greenland home rule government, which is keen to encourage more

                                                
1 Project Underground, www.moles.org
2 For further details see www.iied.org/mmsd
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mining after some 10 years of no mining at all, has done a similar study some years ago.
Swedish Ministry of Industry has commissioned a consultancy report “Swedish Basic
Industries – Competitiveness and sustainable development”. There are surely others.

Finland is at least in some respects ahead of its neighbors and the global mining fraternity
in that it has already set up an all encompassing organization, KTY, where all parties are
represented from metal mining to university research organizations and construction
companies. This is unique and it gives considerable strength to KTY as the report will
show.

This is not the proper place to discuss the issues of the concept of “sustainable
development” and we further do not have the background to do so, but it is important in
our view, to note that the division between renewable and non-renewable is not as sharp as
it seems at first glance but that the two often overlap. The long-term availability of metals,
which was questioned so dramatically in the early 1970s should not be a major problem3.
A few lines from a forthcoming book “On Borrowed Time? Civilization and the Threat of
Mineral Depletion” by professor John Tilton of the Colorado School of Mines is fitting:

“Over the past several decades, we have learned a great deal about the long-run availability
of mineral commodities, thanks in large part to the lively debate among scholars over this
important issue. We now know, for example, that the world is not likely to wake up one
day to find the cupboard bare and the well dry. We will not run out of mineral commodities
the way a car runs out of gasoline: One minute speeding along the highway, the next
completely stranded on the berm. Depletion, if it becomes a serious problem, will raise the
real costs of finding and producing mineral commodities, but probably slow yet
persistently over years and decades. Signs of pending scarcity will likely appear long
before serious shortages actually arrive on the scene.   ……

While Mother Nature may define the nature of the challenge – the rules of the game, if you
wish – she has been quite generous. So we, the human race, will largely determine whether
or not the outcome is favorable. If we fail to meet the challenge, the threat of mineral
exhaustion will grow more serious, and scarcity could ultimately impose a significant
constraint on economic development and the welfare of future generations. If we rise to the
challenge, the threat of mineral exhaustion will recede and mineral commodities will
become increasingly available. The future, in short, is there for us to seize and shape.”4

                                                
3 D.H. Meadows and others, The Limits to Growth, Universe Books, New York 1972.
4 John Tilton, On Borrowed Time? Civilization and the Threat of Mineral Depletion, RFF Press Washington
DC, forthcoming 2002.
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MINING INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Introduction

Metal mining has played an unexpectedly important part in the rapid transformation of
Finland from an agrarian country in the early 20th century to a world class industrialised
country less than one hundred years later. In contrast to Sweden and Norway mining was
never historically a particularly important activity but something foreign and unknown.
Only after a long drawn out gestation period and painful labour was the Outokumpu
company born in the turbulent years of the First World War and Finnish independence.

Already from the very start technical innovation and development of new processes
became an important part of the mining industry. Metallurgical developments were
necessary to fully utilise the Outokumpu ores. The company became a pioneer of vertical
integration. The specific situation in Finland with a lack of energy in general and of
electricity in particular was the breeding ground for the development of one of the most
important metallurgical processes of the 20th century: Flash smelting. The growing copper
industry was not only a large consumer of electricity it was also a prerequisite for the
important electrification project of the period between the wars.  The starting of nickel
mining in the Petsamo area was a slow and difficult process and even if the ores never
really benefited Finland the experiences were used to start nickel mining from other
orebodies. After the end of the war period Outokumpu started to integrate horizontally by
moving into new metals.

“New mining opportunities were seized as quickly as they materialized. The discovery of a
large nickel deposit at Kotalahti provided ore to feed the Harjavalta smelter, which was put
into production in 1960. At Pyhäsalmi a rich pyrite source was tapped in 1962 to provide
sulphur, the first important new product of the new Kokkola plant on Finland’s western
shore. A few years later, the same plant delivered its first shipment of cobalt, and in 1969 a
new zinc plant was in production at the growing Kokkola metals complex.

In another new plant at Tornio, in the northern bight of the Gulf of Bothnia, chromium ore
from nearby Kemi became ferrochrome metal, and then stainless steel, as Outokumpu
moved to find new uses for its growing nickel production.”5

The industrial mineral sector has grown to a large extent out of the metallurgical sector’s
demand for lime and refractory materials. The pulp and paper industry has been another
big consumer of minerals and perhaps the most important independent driver of the
industrial mineral sector. The links to the chemical industry were always particularly close.
The notion of using all potentially extractable components of ores mined was important in
the development of new orebodies and downstream beneficiation projects. There was, for
example, originally a long discussion whether Outokumpu should not become a subsidiary
of Kemira rather than a company of its own.

The specific Finnish socio-economic and political situation after obtaining its
independence from Russia and later after the Second World War determined to a large

                                                
5 Markku Kuisma, A History of Outokumpu, Jyväskylä 1989, p. 151.
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extent also developments in the extractive sector. A few key specificities can be
summarised in point format:

•  Traditional industrialisation based on domestic resources forests and later metals.
•  Lack of energy resources.
•  Home-grown strategy with emphasis on internally generated capital, raw materials and
      skills.
•  Extensive government involvement.

Ores for national development

The growth of the sector and its successes can perhaps most easily be traced in a simplified
way from Figure 1 illustrating ore production divided into industrial minerals and metals
since the early 1940s in Finland. Metals and industrial minerals trailed each other into the
1970s when industrial mineral production stagnated during ten years. Metal mining peaked
in terms of volume at the time of the oil price shocks in the late 1970s and early 1980s and
has since fallen back to the same level as around 1960. Industrial minerals grew at a high
speed in the 1980s and have continued its growth in the 21st century albeit at a lower pace.
However the industrial minerals have not been able to compensate for the fall in metal ore
production.

Figure 1
Finnish ore production 1944 - 1999
(Mt)
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Source: GTK, 2001.

Finland’s transformation from primarily an ore producer to a producer of refined metals
and finally a consumer of metals is illustrated in the following Table 1. The rich
Outokumpu orebody was not only the corner stone of Outokumpu corporate development
but also of a more general integration downwards into mineral beneficiation and later
metal working.  Even if the examples in this section are mostly taken from the history of
Ouokumpu it should not be interpreted as if they were the only ones involved in this
development, far from it. Other state controlled companies and organisations such as
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Rautaruukki and Geologian Tutkimuskeskus together with private enterprises such as
Myllykoski and United Paper Mills were also absolutely crucial to the evolution of Finnish
mining and metallurgy to a sector of European and later global fame.

Table 1
Production and consumption of metals in Finland
(metal content in % of total Western Europe)

1974 2000
Mine
production

Refinery
production

Consumption
refined

Mine
production

Refinery
production

Consumption
refined

Copper 11.4 2.6 1.5 5.0 5.9 2.6
Nickel 22.8 13.7 0 13.4 13.3 11.8
Zinc 8.5 5.4 1.1 1.8 8.9 1.9

Sources: Raw Materials Data, Metalstatistik and WBMS.

Development in industrial minerals has not been dominated to quite the same level by the
successes of one single company. But the Partek group has undeniably played a similar
role as Outokumpu on the industrial mineral side. If it would not have been for the
international adventures of Partek in the early 1990s the group would possibly have been
even more important than it is today

Already during the end of the 1970s Outokumpu realised it would become necessary to
secure its demand for ore and concentrates from new non-domestic sources. This was the
starting point for an active search around the globe for new deposits from which the
smelters and refineries back home could be supplied. In the last few years the very
existence of the mining division at Outokumpu has been questioned and the company is
reconsidering its long-term strategy.  The focus is on metallurgy and refining of metals
while mining itself is no longer seen as core business in today’s business vernacular.

A similar historical rhapsody could also be written about the development of industrial
minerals mining giving more or less a similar story.

A cluster growing

Initially the development of new and innovative metallurgical processes and later the
mutually beneficial manufacturing of equipment after the Second World War laid the
foundation for a process to create downstream and upstream industries supplying the core
mining sector with goods and services. In 1954 Outokumpu had licensed its first flash
smelter to the Japanese Furukawa copper smelter. Ten years later the Romanian
government wanted Outokumpu to design and supply a new copper smelter. These were
the first two deliveries in a long series of technology sales all over the world. At the end of
the 1980s some 35 plants had been delivered. During the process Outokumpu had
improved the original process considerably, it had made it more environmentally friendly
and also developed by-products such as process regulatory equipment and instruments.
There are several similar stories to be told about other products developed out of the
original mining industry concerning trucks and drills and other equipment. The Geological
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Survey developed certain specialities such as geochemical sampling and analysis, air borne
geophysical surveys and has carved out a niche for itself also in global markets for these
services.

Finland in an international comparison

In Table 2 below is given a few production facts which puts present day Finnish mineral
production on the map of European mining countries. The ranking shows that Finland has
become a leading industrial minerals mining country. This shift from metals to industrial
minerals has taken place also in some other European countries. Partly it is a reflection of
the fact that metal reserves are to a large extent already depleted. It is also indicative of the
fact that industrial minerals production is much more a matter of quality of production and
of sophisticated marketing and understanding of the needs of customers than metals
production, which could be sold on the LME market as a more or less standardised
product.

Table 2
Production of metals and industrial minerals in Finland in 1999
Commodity Mine production

(kt)
Rank in Europe Percentage of total

European production
Copper 10.5 8 1.0
Nickel 0.7 3 3.6
Zinc 19.6 6 2.5
Feldspar 43.8 10 << 0.1
Mica 8.5 3 23.1
Talc 509 1 36.5
Wollastonite 13.9 1 > 95

Sources: World Mineral Statistics 1995-99, BGS 2001.
Note: European production excludes Russia and other CIS republics.

Future

This is not the place to try to outline what might happen in the near future but it is useful to
single out a few hypotheses as a basis for further reading of this report:

•  Metal mining will continue its downward trend but new deposits might be opened up in
particular as a result of the search for PGMs and precious metals in Lappi. These deposits
will be found and mined mostly by foreign based capital whether juniors or major
companies.
•  With a continued opening up for foreign investors and possibly also better availability
of risk capital in Finland exploration could become an industry in its own right even after
GTK might downsize its activities.
•  In the industrial minerals sector there is room for considerable expansion of local
production for in particular the pulp and paper industries, where a large part of the demand
for fillers and other industrial minerals is still covered by imports.
•  The example of the dimensional stone industries show that new export oriented
activities based on domestic mineral resources is still possible.
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

Introduction

There are two major indicators of the importance of an industry sector, share of value
added and employment. Value added is an economic indicator that makes comparison with
other industries possible and which indicates the net economic contribution of each sector
to the overall economy. Employment measures people employed in a sector and how
dependent society (regional or state level) is on a particular industry.

The individual industry sectors are compared with a sum of all extractive industries in
order to measure each sector’s contribution and share. All extractive industries are also
compared with a selection of all industries in Finland. The industries selected are the ones
included in Metals, Engineering and Electronics Industry Yearbook 2001.

The most common measure used to compare an industry to a country’s total economy is
gross production and share of gross domestic product (GDP). Value added is a slightly
more complicated but more appropriate measure since it does not include raw materials,
transports and energy. If the GDP measure is used certain factors can be double-counted
and the figures obtained in the end might be overestimates.

Employment

In 1999, the equipment-manufacturing sector accounted for the largest share of
employment among the extractive industries, 41 %. The aggregates industry had a share of
15 %, dimensional stone 25 %, industrial minerals 12 % and the metal mining industry 7 %
only.

The total employment share of all sectors of the extractive industries has decreased slightly
between 1995 and 1999. Among the sub-sectors the industrial minerals industry has
decreased its share while aggregates and equipment manufacturers have increased its share
of total employment. The share of metallic mining and dimensional stone industries is
almost unchanged. The total number of workers in the extractive industries has increased
from 8 800 to 9 600.

The development in total employment for extractive industries shows almost the same
pattern as the total industry sector as defined above. The number of workers in the
extractive industries has increased with 9 % since 1995 while the whole industry has
increased its number of employees with 13 %.

Value added

Value added measures the value added of various factor inputs and is calculated from
production value plus subsidies on products, minus purchases of good and services, minus
the change in stocks of raw materials and minus taxes linked to the turnover.
The value added share of the extractive industry sector has been around 2 % each year
since 1995. The growth of value added in the extractive sector has been somewhat lower
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than for all other industries since 1995. The extractive industry cluster has increased with
14 % while all industries have increased with 20 %.

The aggregates, equipment manufacturing and dimensional stone sectors account for the
largest value added share with 15 %, 42 % and 21 % respectively while industrial minerals
and metallic mining have 17 % and 5 % each. All extractive industries except metallic
mining and industrial minerals show a positive development of value added since 1995.
Metals and industrial minerals have decreased their value added with 7 % since 1995. The
value added per employee range from around 50 - 90 000 EUR where industrial minerals
have the highest value, 90 400 EUR/employee, and metallic mining the lowest, 45 000
EUR/employee. The average value for all industries lies around 64 000 EUR/employee.

EXPORTS

Exports include all exports made to European Union members as well as other countries.
The individual industry’s share of export is not related to other socio-economic indicators
since some industries only produce for the home market. The aggregates industry has a
relativity large share of both employees and value added but the industry does not export
any material due to high transportation costs. In other words, the relationship between one
industry value added and exports is not correlated. The opposite relationship exists in the
equipment manufacturing industry where the value of the export is almost twice as much,
93 %, as the value added. The high export share also affects the equipment manufacturing
industry’s share of total export, which in 1999 was 76 %. The extractive industries share of
all industries export was only 1.5 % in 1999 and has declined with 14 % since 1995.

SOCIAL PAYMENTS

Each industry’s social payments (social costs) can be used to measure what the
contribution is to the Finnish government finances. Social payments are contributions
made by compulsory and voluntary insurance payments, social security payments
including retirement pensions, sickness, maternity, disability and unemployment
insurances. The cost of these payments is of course correlated with the number of
employees in each sector.

The extractive industries accounted for 2 % of all industries social payments in 1999 and
the share have been stable around 2 % since 1995. The individual industries’ share of the
extractive industries is very similar to each share of total employment since it depends on
how many employees there are in each sector.

INVESTMENT

Investment figures include net investment in input factors such as equipment, machinery,
land, structures and buildings. The extractive industries share of all industries’ investment
is as all other indicators around 2 %. Each industries contribution varies over the years but
in average the total investment for the extractive industry cluster have increased with 27 %
since 1995.
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Table 3

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
   

Change
1995-1999

Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Establishments 1 062 1 146 1 120 1 140 1 120 5%
Emp / Establishment 8.3 7.6 8.2 8.4 8.6 3%
Employees all industries 475 663 490 693 507 852 535 734 537 864 13%
Emp share 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% -4%

VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA all industries 168 154 621 165 730 683 182 755 058 203 653 739 201 531 372 20%
VA share 1.9% 1.9% 2.0% 1.7% 1.8% -5%
VA / emp 365 365 387 362 382 5%

Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Ivestment all industries 26 867 190 29 379 113 31 587 730 29 660 732 26 542 150 -1%
Ivestment share 1.4% 1.4% 1.0% 1.8% 1.8% 29%

Exports all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Export all industries 192 183 209 203 632 053 230 967 856 252 368 918 268 494 317 40%
Share of exports 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.5% 1.5% -14%

Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Social costs all industries 21 537 603 21 508 035 22 194 121 19 657 088 22 067 757 2%
Social costs share  1.9% 1.8% 1.8% 2.0% 1.9% 1%

Source: Statistics Finland. http://statfin.stat.fi/statweb/index_NL.stm, 2001-08-23.
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RESOURCE BASED CLUSTER

DOWNSTREAM INDUSTRIES

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

The industrial minerals industry in Finland supplies a number of “down-stream” industries
with raw materials. These down-stream industries use various industrial minerals in their
production process.

Limestone is used as an input factor for the following products: pulp, paper, steel,
construction materials (cement), fertilizers and paint. Lime is also used as a component in
road construction (asphalt).

Talc is used in paper, plastics, paint, rubber and fertilizers.

Feldspar and quartz are used in manufacturing of glass and ceramics.

This means that the industrial minerals produced in Finland are an essential part of several
other industries and the most important industries are manufacturing of: Paint, steel,
cement and concrete, glass and ceramics and pulp and paper. Pulp and paper industry is not
included in the downstream industries.

Industrial minerals are also a substantial input factor in most construction material such as
cement products, bricks, insulation material (rockwool), and dry walls (gypsum).

METAL MINING

Metal mining in Finland is not accounting for a large part of the total European production
of metals. Of the five metals mined in Finland, gold, copper, nickel, zinc and chrome, there
are three major industries that can be defined as down-stream industries. They are
electronics (mostly copper for cell-phones and telephone systems), stainless and
galvanized steel and other metal production (various steel products). The steel products are
also essential inputs to the equipment manufacturing industry, which demands large
amounts of steel in order to produce, for instance, mining, crushing and grinding
equipment.

DIMENSIONAL STONE

Dimensional stone, here divided into soapstone products and granite products, has several
end-use areas. Soapstones are mainly used for different types of wood furnaces. It is also
used as interior decorating details in kitchens, bathrooms and hallways.

The end-use of granite is found in four major areas. Inside and outside construction
account for a substantial part of production where walls and facades, floors and staircases
are the most common products. A second use for granite is in environmental planning such
as landscaping and paving. A smaller part of granite is also used for manufacturing of
monuments and memorial stones.
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AGGREGATES

Aggregates are used in various construction and civil engineering works but there are also
some products that are manufactured from aggregates (but these products are also found in
construction and civil engineering). In construction, aggregates are used for asphalting,
paving and other ballast production. Ready-mix concrete and other cement products and
filter media are the products that use aggregates as an input material.

MINERAL RESOURCE BASED CLUSTER

The various extractive industry sectors have limited direct importance to Finnish society
and economy, at least if they are treated individually. Treated together their importance is
higher, but still only a minor part of the total Finnish economy. Further considerations are
necessary to understand the total direct and indirect importance of the extractive sector.
Given the down-stream industries presented above the cluster generated by the extractive
industries should include several downstream industries and the resulting Mineral
resources based cluster without doubt forms a substantial part of the Finnish economy.

The extractive industries can be considered as the inner core in our model. Outside the core
lies a number of down stream industries that are dependent on input materials from the
extractive sector. The following table shows the key indicators for these industries.

Table 4
Key indicators, downstream industries 1995-2000
(real FIM)
Indicator  1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000e
        

Change 95-00

Employees 152 174 165 280 175 546 198 359 201 857 207 179 36%

Social costs 6 907 772 7 090 932 7 507 777 6 020 137 7 571 628 7 729 856 12%

Exports 41 333 730 42 801 189 48 613 703 46 422 045 46 597 041 49 405 625 20%

Value added 51 548 612 51 475 082 57 128 672 68 876 072 64 284 549 68 300 027 32%

Investments 8 407 482 7 428 612 9 258 597 9 250 019 8 734 714 8 050 670 -4%

Establishments 30 114 32 603 34 286 35 360 35 154 na 

Source: Statistics Finland. http://statfin.stat.fi/statweb/index_NL.stm, 2001-09-21.

The downstream industries, which the extractive industries feed into have a multiplier
effect on these inputs. While the number of employees in the extractive industries has only
increased by 9 % from 1995-1999 the figure for the downstream industries is 36 %. Value
added for the downstream industries has grown by 32 % while the core extractive
industries grew by only 14 % in the same period.

The only area where there is an opposite trend is investments where the extractive
industries have increased their investments with 27 % but the downstream sectors have
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shrunk investments in the same period. This is probably an indication of the capital
intensity of the core of the mineral resource based cluster.

Table 5
Key indicators, resource based cluster 1999
(real MFIM)

Indicator  
Extractive
industries

Downstream
industries

Resource
based
cluster

Extractive
Industries Total industry

Resource
 based
cluster

   (% of cluster) (% of total)

Change
cluster
95-99

(%)

Change
total
95-99
(%)

Employees 9 577 201 857 211 434 4.5 537 864 39 31 13

Social costs 428 7 571 8 000 5.4 22 067 36 9 2

Exports 3 895 46 597 50 492 7.7 268 494 19 13 40

Value added 3 655 64 284 67 940 5.4 201 531 34 24 20

Investments 480 8 734 9 215 5.2 26 542 35 5 - 1

Establishments 1 120 35 154 36 274 3.2 57 989 63 16 12

Source: Statistics Finland. http://statfin.stat.fi/statweb/index_NL.stm, 2001-09-21 .

The mineral resource based cluster employs 211 000 persons or 39 % of the total number
of employees in industry. The cluster’s exports account for almost 20 % of total industry
exports. Value added is even higher 34 % of total value added in all industry. Investments
are high reaching 35 % of total industry investments.

Growth in the resource based cluster between 1995 and 1999 is higher than industry total
for all indicators except exports. Number of employees grew by 31 % compared to 13 % in
total industry. The corresponding figures for value added are 24 and 20 % respectively.
Investments in total industry sank during the period but rose in the cluster by 5 %. Export
in total industry was up a phenomenal 40 %, in the resource cluster the figure was “only”
13 %.

If the pulp and paper industries are included in the resource based cluster the value added
will increase by another 22 292 MFIM in 1999, i.e. around 30 % higher than with the
present definition. The number of employees would increase with 37 146 or 18 %.
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STATISTICS

Extractive industry cluster

The following industry definitions are used in the comparison between each industry and
its relationship with all extractive industries and the extractive industries relationship with
other industries in Finland. NACE revision 1 codes are in parenthesis.

Mining of metal ores includes Mining of metal ores (131) and Mining of non-ferrous metal
ores, except uranium and thorium ores (132).

Dimensional stone includes Quarrying of stone (141), Quarrying of slate (1413) and
Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone (2670).

Industrial minerals include Quarrying of limestone (1412), Mining of clays and kaolin
(1422), Mining of chemical and fertiliser minerals (1430) and Other mining and quarrying
(1450), Manufacturing of plaster (2653), Manufacturing of lime (2652), Manufacturing of
cement (2651),

Equipment manufactures includes Manufacture of machinery for mining (2952).

Aggregates is Quarrying of sand and clay (1420) and Operation of gravel and sand pits
(1421).

All industries are Mining and quarrying (C), Manufacturing (D), Electricity, gas and water
supply (E) and Construction (F).

Downstream industries

Following industries are considered as downstream, that is that they are dependent on the
extractive industry cluster for raw-material:

DG.24.10 – Manufacture of basic chemicals
DG.24.12 – Manufacture of dyes and pigments
DG.24.13 – Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals
DG.24.15 – Manufacture of fertilisers and nitrogen compounds
DG.24.30 – Manufacture of paints, varnishes & similar coatings, printing in & mastics
DG.24.60 – Manufacture of other chemical products

DH.25 – Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

DI.26 – Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

DJ.27 – Manufacture of basic metals

DJ.28 – Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment

F.45 – Construction
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Constant FIM

The key indicators are presented in real terms i.e. they are converted to constant FIM in
year 2000 by using the consumer price index (CPI) for each year. The formula used is:
price at time B = price at time A x (CPI time B / CPI time A) with a consumer price index
with base year 1995.

Table 6
Consumer price index

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
100 100,6 101,8 103,2 104,4 108

Source: Statistics Finland.

Statistics

It is well known that statistics can be used in many ways and that almost anything can be
proven by statistics. It is less well known that statistics are difficult to collect and even
more difficult to make comparable. The figures presented in the main tables 3-11 are all
derived directly from the official statistics of Statistics Finland. They might not always
give a correct picture of the mining industry but are the best and only that there is. They
are sufficient for the type of discussion made in this report even if on occasions where we
have been able to check do not always coincide with data collected from other sources. The
knowledgable reader might hence find individual figures that do not correspond to his/her
exact data. But this should not, in most cases at least, change the conclusions made. But
one example of the problems encountered is:

The number of employees in 1999 in the metal mining sector is stated to be 662 in Table 9.
According to figures obtained directly from the companies concerned the figure was
slightly higher 727, Outokumpu Mining 520, Outokumpu Chrome 152, Terra Mining 55).
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Table 7                                                          AGGREGATES
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 1 133 1 312 1 426 1 414 1 405 24%
Establishments 364 399 392 401 401 10%
Emp / Establishment 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.5 13%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Emp share 12.9% 15.1% 15.5% 14.8% 14.7% 14%

VA 431 341 500 851 526 936 563 638 556 748 29%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 13.5% 15.8% 14.8% 16.4% 15.2% 13%
VA / emp 381 382 370 399 396 4%

Investment 77 491 79 996 90 436 131 541 163 468 111%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Investment share 20.5% 19.9% 27.5% 24.5% 34.0% 66%

Exports 14 820 35 022 27 314 28 123 10 956 -26%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 0.5% 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 0.3% -38%

Social costs 48 014 61 836 61 854 47 316 68 154 42%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Social costs share  11.6% 16.2% 15.5% 12.3% 15.9% 37%
Table 8                                                         INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 1 411 1 166 1 214 1 214 1 182 -16%
Establishments 44 46 41 41 39 -11%
Emp / Establishment 32 25 30 30 30 -5%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 16.1% 13.4% 13.2% 12.7% 12.3% -23%

VA 681 814 604 748 623 621 638 357 636 176 -7%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 21.3% 19.0% 17.5% 18.5% 17.4% -18%
VA / emp 483 519 514 526 538 11%

Investment 48 286 64 738 42 817 129 752 99 192 105%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 12.8% 16.1% 13.0% 24.2% 20.6% 62%

Exports 199 101 203 083 235 470 238 684 257 225 29%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 6.1% 5.9% 6.1% 6.1% 6.6% 8%

Social costs 66 903 56 864 48 046 54 980 52 349 -22%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  16.2% 14.9% 12.0% 14.3% 12.2% -24%
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Table 9                                                                 METAL MINING
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 616 594 597 584 662 7%
Establishments 11 8 9 9 11 0%
Emp / Establishment 56 74 66 65 60 7%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 7.0% 6.8% 6.5% 6.1% 6.9% -1%

VA 189 585 182 786 196 740 108 338 175 630 -7%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 5.9% 5.8% 5.5% 3.1% 4.8% -19%
VA / emp 308 308 330 186 265 -14%

Investment 49 423 54 444 11 638 38 522 19 512 -61%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 13.1% 13.5% 3.5% 7.2% 4.1% -69%

Exports 106 253 130 712 139 412 157 619 162 042 53%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 3.3% 3.8% 3.6% 4.1% 4.2% 27%

Social costs 38 794 31 396 32 075 29 954 40 728 5%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  9.4% 8.2% 8.0% 7.8% 9.5% 1%
Table 10                                                            DIMENSIONAL STONE
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 2 099 1 934 2 183 2 377 2 365 13%
Establishments 461 492 505 506 469 2%
Emp / Establishment 5 4 4 5 5 11%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 19%
Employment share 23.9% 22.2% 23.7% 25.0% 24.7% 3%

VA 679 499 648 827 712 721 756 820 761 384 12%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 21.2% 20.4% 20.0% 22.0% 20.8% -2%
VA / emp 324 335 326 318 322 -1%

Investment 84 384 75 616 81 302 138 513 132 874 57%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 22.3% 18.8% 24.8% 25.8% 27.6% 24%

Exports 471 844 517 325 564 691 558 885 510 392 8%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 14.5% 15.0% 14.6% 14.4% 13.1% -10%

Social costs 87 678 73 460 91 135 72 614 83 706 -5%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  21.2% 19.2% 22.8% 18.9% 19.5% -8%
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Table 11                                                    EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 3 528 3 705 3 803 3 938 3 963 12%
Establishments 181 195 181 193 195 8%
Emp / Establishment 19 19 21 20 20 4%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 40.2% 42.5% 41.2% 41.3% 41.4% 3%

VA 1 221 726 1 241 605 1 510 116 1 377 599 1 526 000 25%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 38.1% 39.1% 42.3% 40.0% 41.7% 9%
VA / emp 346 335 397 350 385 11%

Investment 118 481 127 012 102 098 98 871 65 513 -45%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 31.3% 31.6% 31.1% 18.4% 13.6% -56%

Exports 2 452 825 2 574 101 2 913 152 2 906 673 2 954 801 20%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 75.6% 74.4% 75.1% 74.7% 75.9% 0%

Social costs 171 934 158 283 166 604 179 045 183 354 7%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  41.6% 41.5% 41.7% 46.6% 42.8% 3%
Source: Statistics Finland. http://statfin.stat.fi/statweb/index_NL.stm, 2001-09-21.
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AGGREGATES

Introduction

The European standard definition of aggregates is: “[aggregates are]…a granular
material used in construction. Aggregates may be natural, artificial or recycled.”6  The
most common materials are the natural sand and gravel and crushed rock. Aggregates in
Finland are mainly used for road construction (40 %) and housing (25 %). Figure 2 gives
estimated total figures.

Figure 2
Aggregates end use
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Source: Suomen Maarakentajien Keskusliitto (SML), 2001.
Note: Unprocessed sand and gravel is not included.

Background

The Nordic countries all have huge sand and gravel resources based on the material
produced by the land ice during the latest ice age. Hence there is a huge number of
potential deposits for production of aggregates all over Finland. The industry is closely
connected to the construction industry and the production of construction materials in
terms of business cycles.

Socio-economic impact

The aggregates industry has a total production value of some 200 MEUR, value added is
94 MEUR, the industry employs some 1 400 persons. Export value is negligible. If
transport services are included in the production the figure increases to 300 MEUR and the
number of employees to some 3 000. The industry has exhibited a healthy growth of some
25 % in the number of persons employed since 1995. Value added is roughly at the level of
the extractive industries’ average.

The industry is fragmented since the cost of transport limits the distance of transport. There
are over 400 establishments in the industry with an average of 4 persons/establishment. It
is common with semi-temporary production sites in the vicinity of a major road
construction or other construction site. A mobile crushing plant is erected and operates for

                                                
6 www.uepg.com
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as long as necessary: from a few weeks to perhaps 1-3 years before being moved to the
next new project site. The plant could also be circulated between a number of quarries/pits
regularly and stay for a couple of months at each site.

Table 12
Finnish aggregates industry key figures for selected companies

Source: Companies, 2001.

Table 13
Finnish aggregate industry key figures

1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 1 133 1 312 1 426 1 414 1 405 24%
Establishments 364 399 392 401 401 10%
Emp / Establishment 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.5 13%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Emp share 12.9% 15.1% 15.5% 14.8% 14.7% 14%

VA 431 341 500 851 526 936 563 638 556 748 29%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 13.5% 15.8% 14.8% 16.4% 15.2% 13%
VA / emp 381 382 370 399 396 4%

Investment 77 491 79 996 90 436 131 541 163 468 111%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Investment share 20.5% 19.9% 27.5% 24.5% 34.0% 66%

Exports 14 820 35 022 27 314 28 123 10 956 -26%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 0.5% 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 0.3% -38%

Social costs 48 014 61 836 61 854 47 316 68 154 42%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Social costs share  11.6% 16.2% 15.5% 12.3% 15.9% 37%

Source: Statistics Finland, 2001.

The demand for aggregates is the most important factor when it comes to where aggregates
are produced and how many pits that are opened. If a region has a high demand for
aggregates a new site is opened, or an old one is reopened.

Sales
(MEUR)

Production
aggregates
 (Mt)

Production
ready-mix
concrete
(1000 m3)

Production
asphalt
(Mt)

Employees

Lohja Rudus 244 22 1 100 0.15 600
Lemminkäinen 233 13.6 105 2.7 1 369
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Environment

Environmental emission impact of aggregates production is similar to the effects of
dimensional stone production. There are some temporary effects mainly by causing dust
and noise during operation but afterwards it is only the visual effects of the empty hole left
in the form of the pits and quarries themselves that remains. Since the number of
pits/quarries is huge over 3 000 most operations are small and each hence have limited
environmental effects but these effects are visible in most parts of the country. Only the
larger establishments need to make an EIA, most of the smaller ones simply need the
consent of the landowner and fall under the supervision of local authorities. All operations
have to abide by the Land Extraction Act.

In recent years the main focus of environmental concern and research with implications for
the aggregate industry has shifted to ground water supply and land use issues. The eskers
are very important in Finland for filtration of rain water to create a pure ground water and
further the type of terrain is fairly unique from a world perspective. An environmental
research project has characterised the present situation and pointed to the need for a
balance between the supply of groundwater and the demand for aggregates.

Research and development

There is a limited R&D effort in the sector. Only the largest entities have any resources
and interest of R&D and there is no joint effort like in the dimensional stone industry.
Lohja Rudus spends some 0.5 MEUR (0.2 % of turnover) on product development in this
sector. Lemminkäinen has focused its limited recent research on the environmental issues.

Production

The production of aggregates in Finland amounts to some 80 Mt of which 56 Mt crushed
products (19 Mt crushed sand and 37 Mt crushed rock) and 24 Mt unprocessed sand and
gravel in 2000. The industry has been growing at a modest pace in the late 1990s from 64
Mt in 1996. In the early 1990 s production was a higher level reaching almost 100 Mt/a.

Figure 3
Aggregates consumption in Finland
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Source: SML, 2001.
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Statistics concerning unprocessed sand and gravel are a bit uncertain due to the fairly large
amounts of small operations and estimates from SYKE indicate that total volumes might
actually be 10-13 Mt higher than indicated (total use of unprocessed sand and gravel 36
Mt) in the figure above. There has been a shift from unprocessed products (41 % 1990 to
30 % in 1999) towards increased crushing in total (59 % in 1990 and 66 % in 1999) and
towards more production of crushed rock in particular (26 % in 1990 and 46 % in 1999).
See Figure 3.

Industry structure

The industry is highly fragmented. There are over 8 000 licenses for pits/quarries to
produce aggregates. Of these only 3 500 are valid but the rest can quickly be revitalised if
and when a new production unit might become necessary. 3 150 of the establishments
produce sand and gravel and the remaining 350 produce crushed rock.

Two companies dominate the industry Lohja Rudus and Lemminkäinen, both with a
production over 10 Mt/a. There are 10 producers in the 1-5 Mt range and 75 % of total
production is supplied by the ten largest companies. A slow process of concentration is
underway with the largest companies taking over smaller competitors. The largest
company is foreign owned and part of the Irish CRH plc since 1999.

Lohja Rudus Oy is by far the largest producer with a total production 22 Mt of aggregates
in 2 000. The division, which handles the aggregates production has 600 employees of
which 350 blue collar workers. There are some 90 production sites for aggregates in
Finland and one in nearby Russia. Exports to neighbouring countries Russia, Estonia and
Latvia amount to 0.5 Mt. In addition to the production of aggregates the company is
involved in the production of ready-mix concrete and remediation of contaminated soils.
Both activities closely related to the experience and knowledge the company has acquired
in treatment of aggregates and materials handling. The total turnover is 220 MEUR and
there are 750 employees.

Lemminkäinen Oyj had an output of some 13.6 Mt in 2 000 and is the second largest
company. The company’s aggregates operation forms part of the Paving and mineral
aggregates division, which has a turnover of 233 MEUR and employs 1 369 persons. The
aggregate production and ready-mix concrete business area turned over 63 MEUR. There
were around 125 establishments with 320 employees.

Exports

Exports are almost negligible, or 0.4 % of total exports of the extractive industries. The
only export takes place from pits and quarries close to Estonia and the Russian border and
St Petersburg. But both Lemminkäinen and Lohja Rudus have established subsidiaries in
Russia and the Baltic countries.
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Future

The future of the industry depends mostly on the construction industry cycle. The present
focus from environmental authorities on land use issues will affect the sector but it is not
clear yet how. A different balance between local and more distant production of sand and
gravel might develop in the future, where environmental aspects play a more important
role compared to transport economy than today.
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METALS

Introduction

Metals are chemically defined by the mobility of their electrons, which gives the typical
metallic properties at room temperature: High electrical conductivity and heat transfer
together with metallic surface lustre. Metals are elements i.e. they consist of only one
component to be found in the chemical Periodic System. This is one fundamental
difference between industrial minerals and metals. The former consists of one mineral or a
mixture of minerals, which are built by elements both metals and other non-metal
elements. The specific chemical and physical properties of metals also makes them almost
100 % recyclable in theory.

Metals are widely used in society utilising a wide range of properties such as strength
(iron/steel), conductivity for heat and electricity (copper), other electrical properties (lead),
colour and beauty (gold, silver), resistance to corrosion (zinc, chrome, nickel). Some
metals are more useful than others even if their properties are comparable because they can
be shaped and formed as necessary in the metal working industries. Further the availability
of metals in the earth’s crust and hence the price of production plays a major role in
determining which metals are consumed.

Metals mined in Finland at present include copper, zinc, chrome, nickel, gold and iron.
The metals produces in Finnish smelters/refineries are copper, zinc, nickel, cobalt and
ferrochrome. Copper is in a first step mainly turned into cables and tubes, which are later
used in electrical industries, in vehicles as heat exchangers and also in construction
industry as water pipes and roofs. Zinc is mostly used as a corrosion resistant cover on
steel (galvanising) instead of painting steel constructions. Other usages include production
of alloys and chemicals. Nickel and ferrochrome are ingredients of stainless steel.

Exploration activities have expanded in Finland considerably over the latest 5 years.
Traditionally exploration was a way to find and replace ore reserves necessary to operate
mines and smelters. In recent years exploration has also gradually come to be a sector of its
own. The junior companies involved are hoping to create value for their stockholders and
if they in the end also find some ore reserves that is an additional benefit but not necessary
for their success. Exploration has become an industry of its own. See Table 14 and Map 4.

Table 14
Exploration expenditure in Finland 1996 - 2000

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Expenditure (MEUR) 23.5 27.2 23.4 25.7 31.1
Drilling (km) 113 118 112 124 143
Number of companies  1 12 13 16 18 19
Number of claims         2 1 619 1 364 1 051 790 895

Source: Kauppa- ja teolisuusministeriö 2001.
Notes: 1. Companies answering to questionnaire by Ministry. 2. Excluding gold panning.
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Background

Metal mining is a relatively new industry in Finland in particular compared to
neighbouring Sweden and Norway. There was some mining in the Orijärvi and its
surroundings in south eastern Finland already in the 18-19th centuries. It was only during
the first half of the 20th century however, with the rise of Outokumpu that metal mining
made its definitive entrance onto the Finnish industrial scene. Already from its beginnings
Outokumpu was not only a mining company but also smelted and refined the ores and
metal concentrates produced from the mines. Beginning in the 1930s and continuing long
into the 1970s mining and metal production was one of the most important foundations for
economic growth and social development in Finland. Mining and metallurgy were in focus
for government industrial policy and indeed important drivers of the economy for decades.

Table 15
Finnish metal mining industry key figures

METAL MINING
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 616 594 597 584 662 7%
Establishments 11 8 9 9 11 0%
Emp / Establishment 56 74 66 65 60 7%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 7.0% 6.8% 6.5% 6.1% 6.9% -1%

VA 189 585 182 786 196 740 108 338 175 630 -7%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 5.9% 5.8% 5.5% 3.1% 4.8% -19%
VA / emp. 308 308 330 186 265 -14%

Investment 49 423 54 444 11 638 38 522 19 512 -61%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 13.1% 13.5% 3.5% 7.2% 4.1% -69%

Exports 106 253 130 712 139 412 157 619 162 042 53%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 3.3% 3.8% 3.6% 4.1% 4.2% 27%

Social costs 38 794 31 396 32 075 29 954 40 728 5%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  9.4% 8.2% 8.0% 7.8% 9.5% 1%

Source: Statistics Finland, 2001.
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Socio-economic impact

Metal mining is the smallest of the sub-sectors of the extractive industries in Finland. It
employs only 662 persons, i.e. it is not bigger than most people working in the mines could
in principle know each other. The number of mines is limited to 11 in the economic
statistics and this makes the number of employees at each establishment the highest in the
extractive industries with around 60 persons at each site. The number of employees has
been fairly constant during the last decade. Value added per person is low because most of
the value is added in later stages of the production chain. Exports are negligible in that
most of the concentrates produced are shipped to local smelters and refineries. There has
been an increase in exports, and relatively speaking this increase is large. The reasons for
this are firstly that the starting level was very low and secondly that some concentrates are
exported when metallurgical units in Finland are specialising their processes. In recent
years investments have also been low because no new mines have been opened. At present
there are however a few new projects in the pipeline, such as for example the starting of
underground mining at Kemi chrome mine and the Pyhäsalmi New Mine, and because of
the discrete nature of mining investment this is likely to increase investments considerably.

Environment

Metal mining creates large and increasing volumes of rock simply because ore grades are
low and diminishing. The metal content in ores from Pyhäsalmi is for example 1.2 %
copper and 1.9 % zinc in 2000 while the grade of the original Outokumpu ore was 5 % in
the 1920s. The precious metals content of the mineralisation that is considered for mining
in Lapland is only 1.25 g/t palladium.  But the volumes of waste material are not directly
related to the potential environmental danger they pose. It is the chemical properties of the
waste and the emissions that they could cause that decide their harmfulness. For example
the sulphur of the sulphidic minerals could become oxidised and acidify streams and
ground water near the waste heaps. Water coming into a mine could get in contact with
sulphidic minerals, become acidic and cause problems.

At later stages of the processing of minerals to obtain metals there can be considerable
emissions to air from the smelting and refining of the metal concentrates.

Production

At present there are 5 mines producing only metal concentrates in Finland. Mondo
Minerals’ 3 plants produce a nickel concentrate as a by-product, which is however
exported for refining. Almost all other concentrates are sent to Kokkola, Harjavalta,
Siilinjärvi and Tornio for metallurgical treatment. Some is exported. See Table 16 and
Map 1.

Research and development

Exploration is the most important part of RTD expenditure in the metal mining industry.
These expenses are often overlooked when discussing RTD.  Outokumpu Mining has spent
between 9 -14 % of turn over in the last five years on RTD including exploration, in
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absolute terms between 6 - 9 MEUR. If the exploration part is separated the figures vary
between 1.5 – 9 % or 1 – 6 MEUR These funds have to a considerable part been spent on
environmental improvements in the mines. These amounts of RTD expenditure are perhaps
not as high as for example the pharmaceutical industry but they are not as low as the
common picture of the mining industry implies. They are in particular much higher than
the industry global average.

Developments in exploration and the understanding of how metal deposits have been
formed are constantly changing the availability of metals. With these technologies it is
easier to find hidden orebodies because of new instruments and also simply by searching in
the best areas. New deposits might be found in Finland and other countries around the
globe.

Table 16
Mine production of metals in Finland
(metal content in concentrates)

MINERAL/METAL 1990 1995 1998 1999 2000

Silver (t) 15.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 e
Gold (t) 1.0 1.5 3.3 3.6 3.0 e
Chromite (kt) 461.3 597.7 498.1 597.0 628.4
Cobalt (t) .. .. .. .. ..
Copper (kt) 12.6 9.5 9.5 10.5 11.5
Iron ore (kt) 233.0 245.2 246.0 276.0 256.0 1
Nickel (kt) 11.5 4.4 1.2 0.8 3.3 e
Lead (kt) 1.7 - 1.8 0.1 0.4
Zinc (kt) 51.7 16.6 30.7 19.6 16.1

Sources: Raw Materials Data, 2001, Kauppa- ja teolisuusministeriö various years.
Notes: e estimate, .. not available, - zero, 1 stockpiled.

Industry structure

There is only one metal mining company in Finland at present Outokumpu. Together with
GTK Outokumpu has traditionally dominated also exploration in Finland. But as
Outokumpu has gradually refocused on mineral potentials outside Finland and GTK’s
involvement in exploration is tuned down the exploration field has gradually been opening
up. The upturn in exploration that has taken place in particular after the revision of the
mining legislation in the early 1990s has resulted in the entry of a few new foreign mining
companies. There is also one Finnish junior company trying to develop new projects. This
means that the earlier relative isolation has been broken and new geological impulses and
experiences are being tested in Finland. The APP platinum joint venture that Outokumpu
has with world leading gold producer Gold Fields (South Africa) is the prime example of
this. Among these newcomers only Swedish Riddarhyttan and its Suurikusikko gold
project has taken more firm shape but it is not yet ready for an investment decision.
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Exports

Outokumpu treats all of the ore produced at its domestic mines, and most of the ores
produced at its overseas mines as well, at its domestic smelters and refiners. A large
proportion of the metals produced are later exported. The nickel concentrates produced by
Mondo Minerals are exported to Russia for smelting and refining.

Future

The strong and long dominance of Outokumpu and the GTK in mining and exploration in
Finland has been extremely successful. But there is equally no doubt that in the present
development phase of the metal mining industry, where Outokumpu is looking globally for
ores and concentrates for its smelters and where GTK is redefining its earlier role of almost
being a state owned exploration company, bringing in new experiences and supporting
initiatives by small and capital weak companies could help to revitalise the whole sector in
Finland and break the present downward trend.

The diamond adventure being initiated by a small local mining company within the
Myllykoski group and developed together with the Australian diamond “outsider” Ashton
proves that it is mainly ingenuity and geological imagination that is needed not initially
large organisations and huge amounts of capital.

When the mineral deposits of central Europe have been depleted and the land use issues
almost exclude establishing of large mines in these areas the periphery of Europe comes
into focus again and Finland should be well placed to benefit from this.
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DIMENSIONAL STONE

Introduction

Dimensional stone is natural rock quarried, selected, trimmed and cut to meet specific
requirements to shape or size. The Finnish dimensional stone industry satisfies mainly
demands from the construction industry whether for interior or exterior purposes its
products are also used for monuments and as surface coverage on roads and pathways as
well as for bridges and landscaping. The sector covers the borderland between construction
industry and industrial minerals industry, where there are no exact boundaries. The
soapstone industry, which has developed in the last decades, is a unique Finnish industry.

Background

Granites of many colours have been used in monumental buildings in Finland over the
centuries, ranging from medieval churches and castles to the Tampere Cathedral and the
Helsinki Railway station. They are all excellent examples of how local craftsmen and
masons gradually developed more skills and became more sensitive to the artistic aspects
of stone buildings. It is, however only in the early 20th century however that the
production of dimensional stone turns into an industry proper.

In the 1970s the industry was revolutionised by a leap in technological developments in
quarrying methods and efficient processing equipment for cutting the blocks. This opened
up for the use of new types of deposits and in a mutually beneficial cooperation with the
Geological Survey (GTK) such deposits were found and taken into operation.

Socio-economic impact

The dimensional stone industry is more important in terms of its socio-economic impact
than its modest contribution to the Finnish national economy indicates: 200 MEUR total
production value (110 MEUR value added), a little less than 2 000 employees and some 70
MEUR export value. The dimensional stone industry’s importance lies in its ability to
grow over the last decade in all respects, and its contribution to local community
economies.

Table 17
Finnish dimensional stone industry key figures 1990-2000

Year Production (t) Turnover (MFIM) Exports (MFIM) Employees
2000 450 000 1 200 414 1 800
1999 440 000 1 064 390 1 749
1995 400 000 750 350 1 502
1990 300 000 500 150 1 440

Source: Kiviteollisuusliitto, 2001.
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Table 18
Finnish dimensional stone industry key figures

DIMENSIONAL STONE
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 2 099 1 934 2 183 2 377 2 365 13%
Establishments 461 492 505 506 469 2%
Emp. / Establishment 5 4 4 5 5 11%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 9 335 9 860 10 257 10 415 19%
Employment share 23.9% 20.7% 22.1% 23.2% 22.7% -5%

VA 679 499 648 827 712 721 756 820 761 384 12%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 21.2% 20.4% 20.0% 22.0% 20.8% -2%
VA / emp. 324 335 326 318 322 -1%

Investment 84 384 75 616 81 302 138 513 132 874 57%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 22.3% 18.8% 24.8% 25.8% 27.6% 24%

Exports 471 844 517 325 564 691 558 885 510 392 8%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 14.5% 15.0% 14.6% 14.4% 13.1% -10%

Social costs 87 678 73 460 91 135 72 614 83 706 -5%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  21.2% 19.2% 22.8% 18.9% 19.5% -8%

Source: Statistics Finland, 2001.

The growth since the early 1990s has been impressive: Employment 25 %, production
value 140 %, and exports over 165 %. The benefits that this economic success has created
are further widely distributed geographically. Granites are quarried mostly in south western
and south eastern Finland often in areas with limited other economic opportunities. The
soap stone industry has grown out of the deposits located in the eastern parts of central
Finland where employment has been a major problem.

The industry has also been able to sustain local beneficiation in that in particular the
soapstone industry creates most of its value added in the manufacturing of fireplaces and
stove casing stones. The difficult process of integrating downstream and adding value to
the raw stones as quarried has been successful. Export sales growth is also an important
example of positive effects of long-term marketing strategy, which can serve as a model
for other sectors of industry.

There are a couple of foundation pillars for these successes:

•  Family enterprises
•  Skills supplemented by R&D
•  Export successes
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At the same time it is obvious that the industry could possibly have done even better if its
capital supply would have been functioning better.

Environment

There are in total 88 quarries in Finland they cover roughly a total area of 450 ha
(excluding soapstone and marble quarries). In the very close vicinity of the quarries there
are some direct effects of the operations such as dust and noise. The waste products after
quarrying are however practically harmless and after rehabilitating the pit itself the traces
of a quarrying operation could become almost invisible. New uses for the rock by products
such as in harbour and coastal constructions are actively studied and evaluated. The
industry organisation is also undertaking a 0.3 MEUR research program together with
GTK and universities to make an environmental impact assessment. There are a number of
older pits and quarries, which have not been treated in the proper way and they are to some
extent spoiling the image of the whole industry.

Production

The production of dimensional stones in Finland reaches almost 500 000 t in the early
2000s. The main types of stones produced are granite, soapstone, limestone, marble and
slate. Granite and soapstone are the most important ones together accounting for over 98 %
of total production. Granite accounts for some 60 % of the 450 000 t in 2000 and soapstone
more or less the balance. See Map 3.

Research and development

The recent successes of the dimensional stone industry in Finland is to a large extent due to
the pioneering work done by the industry in developing new quarrying technologies. To
maintain the momentum in this respect and further increase the competitiveness of the
Finnish stone industry internationally a national cooperative research programme,
‘STONE’. The programme is aimed at:

•  Doubling the turnover of the industry to the end of 2005.
•  Increase end products exports to 2/3 of total exports.
•  Establish a new research, education and development culture.

The programme, which was started in 1999 and runs until the end of 2002 has a budget of
10 MEUR of which half comes from public funds and the other half from the industry
itself through its Finnish National Stone Association. In a branch of industry, which
traditionally spends little on R&D this initiative is remarkable and warrants some more
detailed presentation. There are five main themes of STONE:
•  Efficient and environmentally acceptable quarrying.
•  Technologically advanced and efficient production and distribution.
•  New products and building methods.
•  International cooperation.
•  Public awareness and ensuring a viable labour market.
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It is too early to evaluate the results of the STONE programme but its approach is most
interesting and could well serve as a model for other industries.

Industry structure

There are about 200 companies involved in the production of dimensional stones in
Finland most of which are small, family businesses but the sector is dominated by a few
larger companies. Most of the sector is controlled by domestic capital but there are also
foreign owners such as the Italian R.E.D. Graniti group, which owns Suomen
Kiviteollisuus. On the marketing side the dominance of the Italian industry is obvious.

Tulikivi Oyj, the only company on the stock exchange of Helsinki in the dimensional stone
sector, is by far the largest entity in the sector in Finland. The company has grown from a
family enterprise to a listed integrated producer the fifth largest in Europe and a world
leader in soapstone products. Tulikivi has a turnover of 47 MEUR, profits 7 MEUR (ie it is
highly profitable) and employs 440 persons in 2000. It has recently expanded considerably
in the building stone business and has acquired the SKT-Granit producer and two more
processing companies.

Nunnanlahden Uuni Oy, the second largest producer of soapstone products (17 MEUR turn
over, 160 employees).

Palin Granit Oy specialises in granite only since 1920s. It is the biggest granite producer
and turns over roughly 22 MEUR and employs 160 persons. It quarries the stone and
further refines it into kitchen tops and similar products.

Granite
Ylämaan Granitti Oy is probably the second largest producer with 9 quarries in the
Lappeenranta area and an annual output of 160 000 t of granite. Suomen Kivitellisuus Oy –
Finska Stenindustri AB is a company established already in the early 1900s and quarrying
some 110 000 t/a from 11 quarries in 7 communities. Following these largest companies
there is a number of almost equally big granite producers. Kapeen Kivipojat Oy quarries
20-25 kt/a of grey granite north of Tampere.  Palin Granit has 15 quarries mainly in the
Turku area.  Oy Granicon Oy, which was established only 8 years ago has a number of
quarries in south eastern Finland, where total production approaches 20 kt/a. Kaavin Kivi is
another young company with 25 employees focusing the memorial stone market. There are
several smaller producers.

Soapstone
The Tulikivi Group is the largest manufacturer of soapstone and soapstone products not
only in Finland but in all Europe. Second most important is the Nunnanlahden Uuni
company, which also quarries soapstone raw material and manufactures stoves from this
material. Raw stone production in 2000 was some 75 kt. Nunnanlahden Uuni employs 6
persons in its quarry near Nunnanlahti.

The dimensional stone industry has a well organised and functioning branch organisation
Finnish Natural Stone Association which has been the catalyst of many of the important
developments in recent years in the Finnish stone industry.
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Exports

The Finnish dimensional stone industry is a leading world exporter of granite and even
market leader in soapstone products. The value of total exports in 2000 was around 70
MEUR, volumes some 340 kt. Finished products account for 43 % and raw granite 53 % of
the total. Main export countries are Germany, Italy, Sweden and Spain. Exports grew
quickly in the early 1990s from 25 MEUR to 55 MEUR in 1995 later growth has been less
spectacular. Single producers such as Suomen Kiviteollisuus export over 90 % of their
production.

Future

The rise of Tulikivi points again to the importance of strong and dynamic personalities in
the leadership of growth oriented companies with new ideas and concepts. The successes
of the industry organisation in getting support for a joint RTD focused effort is also
commendable. It should also be emphasised that in the dimensional stone business the
market knowledge and ability to reach out is more important than in both the metal sector
and the industrial mineral sector. Against this background the strong developments of the
sector so far raises expectations for the future.
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INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

Introduction

Broadly defined, industrial minerals include all those materials, which are extracted from
the earth’s crust, except water, mineral fuels, metals and gemstones. In effect what is left
over when the traditional mining, coal and oil sectors are separated. Industrial minerals
hence comprise a wide range of minerals with very different characteristics. To systematise
the diverse industrial mineral sector it is useful to divide it into three major groups
according to use:

•  Construction materials such as dimensional stones, sand and gravel and crushed stone.
•  Chemical industrial minerals, which are used for their chemical properties often in the
chemical industry. Most important chemical industrial minerals are salt, potash, phosphate
and sulphur.
•  Physical industrial minerals, which are used for their physical properties across a wide
variety of industries. Kaolin, ceramic clay and feldspar are important in this group.

Some industrial minerals such as limestone and limestone products have a wide range of
usages and are applied in all these three groups. The industrial minerals are, taken together
globally, economically more important than all metals. They are used as fertilizers and
additives in agriculture, raw materials in the chemical industry including glass and
ceramics and base-chemicals production, fillers and extenders in paper, paint and plastics,
additives in steel and metal industries and in many more applications. In this study we have
chosen to treat aggregates and dimensional stones i.e. most of the construction materials
separately and the term industrial minerals here refers to the chemical and physical
industrial minerals only.

In Finland the most important industrial minerals produced are apatite for fertilizers,
limestone (carbonate rocks) for metallurgical purposes (steel industry), cement production,
in agriculture and as a paper additive and talc also as a paper chemical.

Background

Small-scale production of lime for use in mortar and in steel production took place in south
western Finland already in the 19th century. With the start of pulp production using the
sulphite method the need for lime as a pH regulator increased. Since that time demand
from the pulp and paper industries for industrial minerals has been an important driver for
the development of the entire sector.

Production and use of industrial minerals has increased rapidly in Finland since the early
1990s. The growth has to a large extent once again been fuelled by the expansion of the
Finnish paper industry and the demand for paper pigment minerals generated.
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Socio-economic impact

The industrial mineral sector is the branch of the extractive industry, which creates the
highest value added per employee by far, over 90 000 EUR compared to an industry
average of 64 000 EUR/employee. Part of the explanation for this is that the sector is also
the only part of the industry in which the number of employees has decreased since 1995,
but another important factor is the increasing degree of beneficiation for example
micronising to GCC (ground calcium carbonate) and production of PCC (precipitated
calcium carbonate). The total number of employees is 1 200. The increase in capital
intensity is also visible in the high level of investment in this sector in the latest years
compared to earlier. Investments are further relatively high almost double per employee
compared to the extractive industry average.

Table 19
Finnish industrial minerals industry key figures

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 1 411 1 166 1 214 1 214 1 182 -16%
Establishments 44 46 41 41 39 -11%
Emp. / Establishment 32 25 30 30 30 -5%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 16.1% 13.4% 13.2% 12.7% 12.3% -23%

VA 681 814 604 748 623 621 638 357 636 176 -7%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 21.3% 19.0% 17.5% 18.5% 17.4% -18%
VA / emp. 483 519 514 526 538 11%

Investment 48 286 64 738 42 817 129 752 99 192 105%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 12.8% 16.1% 13.0% 24.2% 20.6% 62%

Exports 199 101 203 083 235 470 238 684 257 225 29%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 6.1% 5.9% 6.1% 6.1% 6.6% 8%

Social costs 66 903 56 864 48 046 54 980 52 349 -22%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  16.2% 14.9% 12.0% 14.3% 12.2% -24%

Source: Statistics Finland, 2001.

The average work place in the industrial minerals sector has some 30 employees, which
makes it bigger than all other sectors except metal mining. The industrial mineral mines
are mostly located in south western and east central Finland. See Map2.
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Environment

Production of industrial minerals causes only minor environmental problems since the
emissions from production are limited and the country rock produced are basically
chemically inert. Emissions are mostly dust from the quarries and noise problems from
mining and related transports.

Production

In total the 29 mines in Finland extracting industrial minerals mined almost 22 Mt of
material in 2000, of these 14 Mt was classified as ore. A total of 5 Mt of products were
produced out of the ore mined. Carbonate rocks are the dominating products (3.4 Mt, 65
%) followed by apatite, pyrite, talc all produced in volumes between 0.5 – 1 Mt. Quartz,
wollastonite, feldspar, gypsum are mined in smaller quantities.

Table 20
Ore and concentrates production of industrial minerals in Finland
(kt)

Commodity 1990 1995 1997 1999 2000
Carbonate rock, total 4 754 2 904  3 376  3 916  3 759
Apatite, concentrate    546    671     689     734     751
Pyrite, concentrate    672    829     740     840     824
Mineral wool rock    153    120     121     340     191
Talc    385    464     437     509     502
Quartz    276    237     156     204     174
Wollastonite      30     30       21       14       17
Mica       5       5        6         9       26
Total ore   13 980 12 668 13 592 14 513 13 960

Source: Yrjö Pekkala, GTK, 2001.

Quality control, market knowledge and understanding of customer needs are key factors
for success in the industrial mineral sector. The market for industrial minerals is much less
transparent than for metals. Copper metal or a copper concentrate is easily described and a
universal product. A talc pigment for paper production is much more difficult to
characterize and long term relations with a customer and the capability to deliver a stable,
quality product much more important than in the metal industry. The metal mining sector
has been production focused but the industrial minerals sector is much more consumer
oriented.

Research and development

Nordkalk has the largest RTD effort in this sector. At its laboratory in Pargas and
development units in Lappeenranta and in Sweden a total of 47 persons are employed and
expenditure is 3.7 MEUR (1.8 % of turnover). Most of the work is customer oriented
product development. Mondo Minerals spends similar amounts on RTD 1.5 MEUR (2.1
%) but the smaller producers spend less.
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Industry structure

The number of companies involved in industrial minerals mining in Finland is much higher
than for metals. Partek Nordkalk is the dominating company and is also the leading
limestone producer in the entire Baltic region. The industry is international in the sense
that the producing companies are to a large extent owned by foreign companies and the
export volumes are considerable. Several companies also have important production units
in other countries than Finland such as Sweden, Norway, and central Europe.

As discussed above control of production is not sufficient to succeed in industrial minerals.
There is also a need for an extensive network of customers and wide ranging marketing
experiences. This has paved the way for a number of joint ventures with non-Finnish
companies, which have access to these skills and experiences. Swiss privately owned
Omya owns Mondo Minerals (previously Finnminerals). Since 1996 it was a joint venture
between Omya and Australian Western Mining. In 2001 Omya bought Western Mining’s
share. Omya and Partek have a joint subsidiary Suomen Karbonaatti (51 % Nordkalk).
American Specialty Minerals Inc also has a joint venture with Partek Nordkalk (15 %)
called Specialty Minerals Nordic. Belgian, also private, Sibelco owns SP Minerals the only
quartz producer. Originally Partek had a 50 % share but this was sold in 1999. Swedish
SMA Svenska Mineral has recently taken over small lime producer Saxo Minerals and
formed SMA Saxo Minerals. Danish Faxe Kalk operates three precipitated calcium
carbonate (PCC) plants. The future of Kemira’s fertiliser business is a bit uncertain. There
were recently far reaching plans to merge it with Swedish capital but these have been
halted.

Partek Nordkalk has become a minor part of the Finnish conglomerate Partek with its main
operations in the transport sector such as container- and load handling, tractors and forest
machines. Partek Nordkalk was founded over 100 years ago based on a limestone quarry in
Pargas close to Turku. Gradually production grew and new products have been introduced.
In Finland the two major operations are still in Pargas/Parainen and Lappeenranta (mine at
Ihalainen) where over 1 Mt of rock is moved at each location annually. Nordkalk’s total
production of carbonate ores in Finland is 3.4 Mt from 11 mines of which 3 underground
(Tytyri, Louhi, Sipoo) and 8 open pit operations (Parainen, Lappeenranta, Mustio, Louhi,
Vampula (2 operations), Siikainen and Vimpeli). During the 1990s the company has
continued its expansion into Sweden and later Poland and the Baltic states. Partek
Nordkalk has a turnover of 130 MEUR and a total staff of 1 302 of which 680 in Finland.

Partek Nordkalk has integrated into downstream joint ventures to produce ground
(micronised) calcium carbonate (GCC) in Suomen Karbonaatti, and PCC in cooperation
with Specialty Minerals at Anjalankoski, Äänekoski, Tervakoski and Lappeenranta.

Kemira Phosphates, part of the state owned Kemira Group, produces apatite for the
production of phosphoric acid as a feedstock for fertilizer, from the Siilinjärvi mine. This is
the largest mine in Finland handling over 11 Mt of rock and producing 751 kt of apatite
concentrate annually. The number of employees in the mine alone is 97.

SP minerals has a turnover of some 20 MEUR and 81 employees. The company produces
350 kt/y mostly silica sand and feldspar from 2 open pit mines at Nilsiä and Kemiö, which
were taken over from Nordkalk. Mondo Minerals produces over 500 kt talc/year from three
operations in Sotkamo, Vuonos and Kaavi. Turnover is 70 MEUR and there are148
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employees. Mondo is the leading talc producer in Europe for paper industry use. In
addition to the Finnish mines and plants there are also operations in the Netherlands. Karl
Forsström’s Förby underground mine is the deepest (470m) limestone mine in Finland.
The mine delivers roughly 170 kt calcite exclusively to Omya. Plans are to close the mine
in 2002 because of high production costs due to the depth of the mine. SMA Saxo Minerals
has three operations in northern Finland where roughly 110 kt of dolomite products and 35
kt quartz are mined.

Exports

Exports are important in the sector and amounts to 7 % of the entire extractive industry’s
total exports.

Partek Nordkalk has production entities in Sweden, Norway, Poland and Estonia.

Future

In spite of this strong expansion during the last ten years there is still scope for growth in
the industrial mineral sector by replacing imports and expanding exports. At present only
about 50 % of the total consumption of pigments in the pulp- and paper industries is
covered by domestic production. The continuing expansion of the Finnish steel industry
provides new opportunities for the industrial mineral producers. SMA Saxo is planning to
construct a new plant to supply AvestaPolarit Tornio plant with metallurgical dolomite.
The investment would amount to some 20 MEUR.

Exploration for new deposits has involved both established producers and new players
such as Talc de Luzenac (Rio Tinto). See Map 4. The amounts spent have decreased in the
latest years but a number of promising development projects are under way:

•  Kaolin, Virtasalmi
•  Calcite, Genböle, Norrlammala and Illo
•  Ilmenite, Koivusaarenneva

Partek has announced its intention to give its subsidiary Nordkalk a rebirth by separating it
from the machine sector and introducing the company on the stock exchange in a few years
time. This might prove important for a revitalisation of the whole industrial mineral sector
in Finland.
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EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE SECTOR

Introduction

The group of companies included under our heading Equipment manufacturers and Service
sector is wide and diverse. It spans from producers of heavy machinery and equipment to
instrument specialists and from university research departments to consultants and
contractors in the exploration sector. The common denominator is that they are all
delivering goods or services to the mining sector proper whether metals, industrial
minerals or dimensional stones and sand and aggregates.

These support industries are today by far the most important part of the mining cluster in
Finland as we have defined it. Most of the production is exported.

Background

The growth of Outokumpu in the 1920s and 30s, and later also mining and exploration
activities of other companies, increased the demand for locally made mining equipment.
With little economic resources available in particular directly after the second world war
there were some major advantages with having local suppliers:

•  Costs were lower partly due to avoiding long transports.
•  The equipment could be made to suit the local demands and conditions.
•  Delivery times could be cut.

There were also important advantages to the local suppliers of equipment in that they had a
chance to develop their products in close cooperation with local mining companies and
were not wide open to international competition.

Shortly before and during the war, national security of supply of strategic metals was a key
issue and production from deposits and with processes that under normal, peacetime
conditions would have been uneconomical, started. These projects helped to alleviate
shortages of imported equipment but perhaps more important in the long run they
sharpened the minds and creativity of Finnish engineers who proved themselves to be well
suited to develop the growing mining industry.

In particular the energy shortage was an important factor in the search for new and less
energy consuming processes. The development directly after the second world war of the
flash smelting process, which became the foundation for later technology and process
exports by Outokumpu, had an energy saving potential as one of its main advantages. Later
it also proved to be environmentally friendly.

Socio-economic impact

The figures presented in the Table 21 refer only to traditional manufacturing of machinery
for the mining sector. Consultants, advisory service providers and government departments
such as GTK and HUT Rock Engineering etc are not included. It should however be noted
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that the number of employees in these sub sectors are large. Looking at Table 22 we can
find at least 2 000 additional jobs which are not included in the categories of Table 21
indicating that the real number of people employed is higher than what the official
statistics show.

Table 21
Finnish equipment manufacturers key figures

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
1000 FIM   1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

        

Change
1995-1999

Employees 3 528 3 705 3 803 3 938 3 963 12%
Establishments 181 195 181 193 195 8%
Emp. / Establishment 19 19 21 20 20 4%
Employees all extractive ind. 8 787 8 711 9 223 9 527 9 577 9%
Employment share 40.2% 42.5% 41.2% 41.3% 41.4% 3%

VA 1 221 726 1 241 605 1 510 116 1 377 599 1 526 000 25%
VA all extractive industries 3 203 966 3 178 816 3 570 134 3 444 751 3 655 938 14%
VA share 38.1% 39.1% 42.3% 40.0% 41.7% 9%
VA / emp. 346 335 397 350 385 11%

Investment 118 481 127 012 102 098 98 871 65 513 -45%
Investment all extractive ind. 378 065 401 807 328 291 537 199 480 559 27%
Share of investment 31.3% 31.6% 31.1% 18.4% 13.6% -56%

Exports 2 452 825 2 574 101 2 913 152 2 906 673 2 954 801 20%
Export all extractive ind. 3 244 843 3 460 244 3 880 039 3 889 984 3 895 416 20%
Share of exports 75.6% 74.4% 75.1% 74.7% 75.9% 0%

Social costs 171 934 158 283 166 604 179 045 183 354 7%
Social costs all extractive ind. 413 321 381 838 399 714 383 909 428 292 4%
Share of social costs  41.6% 41.5% 41.7% 46.6% 42.8% 3%

Source: Statistics Finland, 2001.

The equipment manufacturing sector is the most important of the extractive cluster in
terms of the number of persons employed. Looking only at the persons in Table 21 the
number approaches 4 000 representing some 40 % of the sector’s total employment. The
number of employees has further been growing healthily since 1995. The number of work
places is also increasing. Value added in the sector is equals almost exactly the extractive
sector average.

Environment

The machine industry which is the mainstay of the equipment and service sector in itself
has limited if any environmental problems. It is comparable to the automotive and
engineering industries. The situation is rather the opposite, it is the environmental effects
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of the new processes and equipment that have been a major selling argument for the
companies of this sector. In fact the introduction of flash smelting as a standard method all
around the world has theoretically reduced the sulphur emissions by 5-10 Mt annually and
in addition also the energy consumption has been reduced.

Production

It is not possible to measure production from this sector in physical units in the same way
as for the other sectors since the products are so diverse and sometimes only consist of
drawings and reports.

Table 22
List of equipment manufacturers and service providers and characteristics

Name Products      Employees     Turn over               RTD     Export
  MFIM    MEUR %   %

Filtermat Oy Certus filters
Forcit Explosives    220              265      45  .. 36
Geomachine Oy Exploration drill rigs      16                12        2         low        25-35
GTK Geological consulting    814              260        44 21 17
Indau Oy Ab Raise borers
Insmat Oy Flashlights
Kumera Oy Process equipment, power transmission
Larox Corporation Pressure filters, valves    256              365      61                6.5 94
Metso Crushers, mineral processing    700           3 350      560 .. 85
Normet Underground mining vehicles       90
Robit Rocktools Drill bits
Outokumpu Tech. Mineral processing and metallurgy 1 197           1 440      240   ..             ..
Tamrock Drills, underground equipment 1 177           2 356      396 3.5 95
Roxon Materials handling systems    544              340        57      ?   90
Suomen Malmi Diamond drilling, geological services    100              100        17  0.5 25
Teknikum Rubber products
Wärtsilä NSD Power generation

Source: KTY questionnaire, 2001.
Notes: .. no figure but significant value, ? not known, university research not included.

There are strong cluster centres in Tampere where both Tamrock and Metso have their
main production facilities and in Espoo with Outokumpu Technology and the Helsinki
University of Technology.

Research and development

During the early 1990s TEKES together with industry funded two major and strategically
important technical research projects in Finland: Intelligent Mine and Wasteless Mine.
These programmes have been fundamental in keeping the Finnish equipment
manufacturers and other involved in the forefront of applied research. These projects have
brought international attention to the competence among all involved in the sector and
have served the industry well. Both programs are however now concluded since a few
years. TEKES does however not have any plans at the moment to support any new large
projects such as these two.

Research spending among the companies varies considerably as obvious from Table 22.
The young and dynamic Larox has a high spending which might show the way into the
future for the entire sector. METSO discloses that its Research and Technology
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Development (RTD) accounts for 14 % of the Metso Group’s total sales but only employs
6 % of the total RTD staff. No exact figures for total RTD in the minerals business is given
by Metso. Tamrock is at a slightly lower level than Larox. Outokumpu does not disclose its
R&D expenditure in relation to its technology sales. Starting with the figures we have
received in the questionnaire and using available company wide figures of RTD
expenditure when estimating the RTD expenditure of Metso minerals and Outokumpu
technology sales (14 % for Metso and 0.9 % for Outokumpu) a conservative estimate of 40
MEUR can be made for total RTD expenditure in the sector.

In summary the relatively low RTD (R&D) expenditure in the mining sector is fairly
indicative of a general situation where there is a need for higher levels of research and
development activities to further strengthen the industry. There are definite signs of that
the levels are increasing.

Industry structure

The sector is dominated by a few companies, which are global leaders in their respective
market areas, but interestingly there has also recently been a few newcomers into this
group of companies such as Larox. These companies are smaller and the mining sector is
not so dominant among their customers but they are also world leaders with very high
export ratios some times over 90 %. The sector has organised itself in the Finnminers
Group under the auspices of the Finnish Foreign Trade Association to coordinate
international marketing.

Outokumpu Technology is one of the world’s leading designers and suppliers of technology
for the mining and metallurgical industries. Its core products are all based on in-house
developments during the long period of growth and expansion of its own copper, nickel,
zinc and ferroalloys and stainless steel production. Technology sales turned over 242
MEUR in 2000 and employed 1 200 persons. The division shows an acceptable profit. The
first sale of the energy effective and environmentally friendly flash smelting technology for
the production copper was made in 1956 to Furukawa in Japan. Since that over 40 plants in
all continents have been built. This first sale was an important breakthrough for
Outokumpu in that it meant that the company earned its reputation as a creator of original
technology.

Geologian tutkimuskeskus (GTK) is the Finnish equivalent of other countries’ Geological
Survey. It is one of the most important cornerstones of the entire mining sector in Finland
conducting geological research, mapping and also exploration effectively supporting the
mining companies in their search for metals, industrial minerals and dimensional stones.
GTK was set up in mid 19th century and is still the leading geological centre of
knowledge. It employed 814 persons in 2000 and had a budget of 44 MEUR 18 % of
which came from outside sources such as contract services in Finland and abroad. In an
international comparison GTK stands out as a fairly big organisation but is also clear that it
is internationally competitive and in the research forefront in several areas such as
geochemistry, airborne geophysics and others.

Sandvik Tamrock focuses on equipment, tools and service for rock excavation to the
international mining and construction industry. Tamrock was originally founded by
Tampella and in 1997 became part of the Swedish Sandvik group. Total sales for the entire
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company (including also units not located in Finland) were 6.5 billion SEK and number of
employees ‘s was 4 080. One of the more fascinating areas of Tamrock product
development is the so-called AutoMine technology the world’s first commercial concept in
automated mine operation. Based on a joint Finnish research project part funded by
TEKES called Intelligent Mining, which was completed in the late 1990s the system has
been introduced and tested already at LKAB in Sweden and Inco in Canada.

Metso Minerals is one of the business areas in newly formed Metso Oy. The products
developed and sold are mainly used for crushing, grinding, screening and transport of rock
and other minerals. In 2001 the original rock crushing activities from Rauma was
supplemented by the take over of the entire Swedish Svedala except its crushing sectors,
which were sold off to competitor Sandvik. Metso Minerals net sales were 560 MEUR
(production units in several countries) and the number of employees 3 300 in 2000. The
mining sector accounted for 55 % of sales. Exports dominate sales and Finland accounts
for only 4 % of total sales. With the Svedala acquisition the turn over will increase sharply.

Larox is a much younger company than the other above. It was only founded in 1977 and
focused solid liquid separations from the very start. Its founder also invented and
developed the first vertical pressure filters suitable for mining and metallurgical purposes.
The company has successfully managed to transfer itself from a family business to a
publicly listed company with a global market.

Suomen Malmi is one example of the smaller companies in the sector. It is an exploration
drilling and support company based in Espoo but active all over the country and exporting
its services (25 %) mainly to Sweden and Norway. The company turns over 8 MEUR and
has around 100 employees.

Exports

The equipment manufacturing industry accounts for over ¾ of the total exports recorded
from the extractive industries. The export share of most companies is high often over 90
%. Exports are truly global.

Future

The acquisition by Metso of most of Svedala’s business and Sandvik Tamrock of the
remainder is illustrative of the quick expansion of the mining equipment manufacturers
based in Finland. They are global market leaders and capable of reaching out to most types
of mining and metallurgical projects in all world. The strength of the sector is to a large
extent built on Outokumpu’s initial flash smelting successes but in the early 2000s all the
leading companies have established themselves on the world market on their own. The
importance of the scientific basis at Finnish Universities mainly the Helsinki University of
Technology is crucial in being able to supply the companies with both well trained
employees for production and research and scientific ideas for new products and support in
developing new products and processes.
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EMPLOYMENT, SALARIES, STAFF

In 1998 a total of 3 255 persons was employed in the mining and quarrying industries, of
these 584 in metal mining and 2 671 in other mining and quarrying. The structure of these
two sectors is:

Table 23
Structure of employment in mines and quarries 1998

Size of staff
1 - 19 20  -  49 50  -  99 100  - All

Establ. Staff Establ. Staff Establ. Staff Establ. Staff Establ. Staff
Metal
mines

4 6 1 35e 2 150e 2 391e 9 584

Quarries 502 1116 17  489 6  365 5 651 530 2671
Total 506 1122 18 524e 8 515e 7 1042e 539 3255

Source: TK, Yritysten rakenteet: teollisuus, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2000, Table 164.
Note: e estimate.

As is well known the metal mining sector consist of a few establishment of medium size
(in terms of the industry average) while the quarries are dominated by 500 very small
establishments, most of them with less than 9 employees, but a more evenly distribute
number of medium and bigger companies. These peculiarities in size and number of
employees are more importantly also reflected in different cultures and traditions in the
companies which probably also affects their attractiveness as employers and the career
opportunities they offer to young people.

The gender composition of the staff is, not surprisingly either, skewed and the industry is
male dominated. According to figures from 1997 there was 87 % men and 13 % women
only in mining and quarrying (Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2000, Table 347 and earlier
years). The number of women is lower in rural areas 9 % and higher in urban areas 19 %
than the country wide average. Obviously the mining sector does not attract many persons
from half of its total potential employees. However the male domination is slowly
diminishing the corresponding figures in 1985 were 98 % men.

Mines and quarries are more important as an employer in rural areas than in urban areas
according to Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2001 0.5 % of the rural population was
employed in mines and quarries in 1998, in urban areas 0.1 % while in the areas classified
as “tätorter” the figure was 0.3 %.

The age distribution in the mines and quarries is similar to the average total age
distribution of all employees, 40 % are more than 45 years and 30 % between 35-44, 9 %
are younger than 25. These figures indicate that the sector does not have more serious
problems with recruitment and availability of new staff than industry in general has.

The total number of employees in mines and quarries was 3 536 in 1990, 4 471 in 1995
and rose to 4 600 in 1998. (Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2000, Table 347 and earlier
years.) This is perhaps slightly surprising because productivity in the sector has
undoubtedly increased during this period. Our interpretation is that while mechanization in
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the mines and pits has resulted in less number of persons who actually mine the rock, more
staff is necessary to beneficiate and turn the ore into saleable products.

It is further plausible, although at present we have no statistics to back this assumption,
that the educational level of the employees is changing and more highly educated persons
are needed also in mining and quarrying. It would reasonable to expect when considering
the high and increasing level of mechanization. The continuing development of new
automated machinery and the increasing capital intensity of the sector would also indicate
such changes. This development could also speed up the disappearance of the earlier in
very obvious and strict differences in the mining sector between white collar and blue
collar workers.

Wage levels in the metal mining industry are the highest of all in industry. During the 4th

quarter of 2000 the average wage in metal mines was 15.63 EUR/h for men, the average
for all industry is 12.63 EUR/h. For women the situation is more or less the opposite the
wages are lower 9.60 EUR/h than the average for women of 10.26 EUR/h. The wages for
workers in the industrial mineral sector is more difficult to find because they are hidden in
statistics among the chemical workers, which have an average wage level of 12.98 EUR/h
for men and 9.68 EUR/h for women.
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Accident statistics

Conventional wisdom sees mining as a heavy, dark and dangerous job. This was certainly
true in the past but the situation has changed completely in recent decades. Most activities
are nowadays carried out by machines, which give the workers protection against injuries
and also carry out the heaviest tasks. In this way both injuries and occupational diseases
are avoided.

The accident frequency at Finnish metal mines has varied between 19-24 accidents/million
hours worked in the last 5 years. As a comparison the same figure for the construction
sector has been hovering around 80-85 and industry average has been going up and down
between 54-58 accidents/million hours worked. The accident level is hence considerably
lower in metal mining than in other branches of industry.

If all production in the entire sector, i.e. also industrial minerals, dimension stone and sand
and gravel, is included the accident rate is 23 accidents/million hours worked in 1999.

Work environment and occupational diseases

Perhaps the most important effect of mechanization is the general improvement of the
work environment for miners. The vehicle or automated machine often has a ventilated and
heated cabin from which the process is controlled. Further the machines used also diminish
work related musculo-sceletal disorders, which were earlier so frequent. There could also
be some disadvantages with automation such as exhaust gases from diesel driven vehicles
and these must be kept under tight control.

Ventilation in the mines has been gradually improved and more fresh air reduces the risks
for occupational diseases due to dust and particles.

Occupational diseases, which are/were common in metal mining industries world wide,
such as pneumoconiosis and silicosis have been completely eradicated in Finnish metal
mining. Among Outokumpu’s mineworkers there have been no case of silicosis during at
least the last 6 years and none among workers employed after the 1960s. The cases of
silicosis that still do occur are from outside the metal mining sector.

According to the annual statistics of 1999 by the Institute of Occupational Health
(Työterveyslaitos) there were 21 cases of occupational deceases registered in metal and
other minerals mining industries. In metal mining there were 6 cases of loss of hearing
which equals some 12 cases/10 000 workers, which is slightly above the national average
of 4 cases/10 000 workers. All these statistics are difficult to interpret, more difficult than
most statistics, and exceptional caution is necessary.
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Future

While the rare of occupational deceases is low by international standards, the accident rates
in Finnish mining sector are not yet in the forefront of global mining and hence there
should be room for further improvements and to give continued attention to these areas.
For the immediate future it is however most important to communicate the changing face
of mining as job. The links to the Intelligent Mine project and other technical development
projects are important – further automation must not only lead to improved productivity
but also to an improved working environment.

It could also be important to be able to differentiate clearly between some type of jobs
which are carried out in both mines and in other workplaces such as infrastructure projects
where drilling and blasting of rock also take place in order to more clearly understand
where future occupational health problems do arise.

There could also be an important difference in the work environment situation developing
in smaller companies, local quarries for example and major mining companies whether in
metal mining or industrial minerals mining. The smaller companies sometimes lack the
funds and the necessary staff to bring onboard all the latest technologies, which are often
costly and sometimes demand special training and experiences. These companies should be
give special support to improve their performance if the above assumption proves to be
right.
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RTD, TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Research & technical development (RTD) together with training and education are
intertwined sectors, which are becoming more and more important and gradually will have
a crucial importance for the entire resource based cluster’s future development
possibilities.

Education

Secondary school training for the resource cluster is done at Lappeenranta. University level
training in mining technology is given mainly at the HUT Rock Engineering in Espoo and
the Laboratory of Mechanical Process Engineering at the University of Oulu. VTT also
conducts important work in the areas of interest to the sector. There are also geological
departments at several additional universities.

As in all Europe, and in Scandinavia as well, there has been a shortage of students wanting
to start mining engineering or related studies also in Finland. The HUT Rock Engineering
has started a collaboration with Delft University of Technology (The Netherlands), Royal
School of Mines (London, UK), Rheinisch-Westfälishce Technische Hochshcule (RTWH)
(Aachen, Germany) in 1996 called the European Mining Course (EMC). The course is a
means of concentrating the efforts and getting access to enough students to guarantee a
high quality education at university level. Camborne School of Mines is part of an
extended group of universities organizing the European Mineral Engineering Course
(EMEC). The EMC has been fairly successful and attracted both European and overseas
students. The Swedish universities has experienced a similar drop in interest in mining
engineering studies but has declined to participate in EMC: At present there are thoughts
being developed on how to revitalise and concentrate training and RTD for the resource
cluster in Sweden mainly by using domestic resources.

Hard rock metal mining in Europe has a long-term future only in Scandinavia and possibly
in some other peripheral areas, the Iberian Peninsula, the Balkans and in Ireland. These
latter areas are however clearly only of secondary importance. The rationale for a
Scandinavian based European center of excellence of mining education and RTD seems
strong and logical. The fact that perhaps as much as 20-40 % of the total global market for
mining equipment is held by manufacturers based in Finland and Sweden further supports
this idea. The possibilities of cross border cooperation with Swedish and Norwegian
universities and companies (to provide practical training) should be evaluated again.

Research and Technical Development (RTD)

The extractive industries are spending more than industry averages of RTD, 9 % compared
to 7 %. There are no specific statistics available but the following Table 24 gives some
indications. It is however not clear how the figure 8.2 MEUR is arrived at. According to
Outokumpu’s reply to KTY questionnaire the RTD expenditure including exploration was
8.0 MEUR alone in 1998. It is possible that the figures in the table does not include
exploration and perhaps further only RTD expenditure incurred within Finland? The figure
56 MEUR for the extractive industries is arrived at by adding the RTD expenditures of
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Outokumpu mining, Nordkalk, Mondo and the Stone program to the 40 MEUR figure from
p. 43. This is only an estimate and certainly an underestimate.

Table 24
RTD expenditure in the mining sector 1998

Amount
(MEUR)

% of gross value of production % of value added

Mines and quarries   (1) 8.2 1.0 3.0
Extractive industries (2) 56 .. 9.0
Total industry            (1) 1 851 2.2 6.6

Sources:  1. TK, Henkilötilastot: työssäkäynti, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2000, Table 490.
                2.  KTY Questionnaire 2001.
Note: .. not available.

RTD in the base industries

The following interesting approach has originally been developed by Bo Hedberg7, when
evaluating the potential for a rock engineering center in Gällivare, it has important bearing
also for KTY. Mining is one of the so-called base industries, which are all characterized by
a high level of experience and knowledge collected over centuries. The pace of change is
slow and demands large resources. New areas of technology such the IT sector or
biotechnology do not have such a large amount of historically amassed experiences and
knowledge but change can be implemented fairly easily without huge investments or big
organizations. The same situation was prevailing in the mining industry before the First
World War, which became a divider after which big technological changes took place.

At the same time it is obvious that the new IT technology also can be used (as has been
done in for example the Intelligent Mine project) to enhance productivity also in the old
base industries. It is clear that the need for RTD support from government and joint
cooperation within the industry and between different companies in order to have a chance
to make a break through, is much bigger in the mining industry sector, with a vast base of
experiences and knowledge, than in the young IT sector for example. The mistake has been
made by Swedish regional development planning for Norrbotten not to include reasonable
emphasis on and support for existing base industries so important in the region simply
because they are considered to be “sun-set, smoke-stack industries”.

The conclusion of the study mentioned above is that there is a lack of rock engineering
facilities in Europe and possibly also globally. In particular it is suggested to focus on deep
mining (>1 500m). It is claimed that such a center needs to become a global leader in its
field of expertise and to support it there is a need for cooperation at least between all
Swedish interests. The RTD center should work both as a commercial consultant and with
long term research topics.

                                                
7 Bo Hedberg, Bergteknik i Centrum, report for Gällivare municipality and Norrbotten County
administration, Stockholm 2000.
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ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

Environmental protection has for some decades been focusing on emissions. Discharging
of often large volumes of wastes into water and air containing either harmful substances
such as heavy metals and aromatic organic compounds or less harmful substances that
cause other serious problems through for example oxygen or ozone depletion. In recent
years the focus of environmental research and worries for the future has however shifted to
two new issues

•  Land use
•  Biodiversity

The reasons for this are firstly that the emission problems have to a large extent been
tackled, at least when it is practical to do so, and secondly more comprehensive
understanding of the global mechanisms controlling the biology and ecology of planet
Earth has lead researchers to these new areas.

In Finland this means that there is a general consensus among government representatives
and environmental researchers that the mining & quarrying sectors do not pose serious
environmental problems. Focus today is on forestry and agriculture simply because these
activities cover large areas in Finland and hence have very large potential impact on land
use and biodiversity. This can of course not be interpreted in such a way that the emission
problems of society as a whole or of the mining and quarrying sectors are no longer
important only that there are effective ways of systematically dealing with these problems.
Efforts must continue to lower emissions but these are now routine undertakings.

The mining industry covers only 0.05 % of the land area of Finland. Forestry and
agriculture accounts for 70 and 10 % respectively. The area covered by sulphidic tailings,
with potential for drainage of heavy metals and acidic water is only around 1 000 ha or
0.003 % of the total area of Finland. This puts the mining industry in a new light among
the evolving environmental priorities.

Emissions

The emission situation from mines and quarries in Finland is not straightforward to assess
or measure in quantitative terms. It is clear however that most parties concerned agree that
the emissions are not a key problem neither in terms of the absolute levels of emissions
from mining compared to other industry branches nor in terms of their relative importance.
Tables 25 and 26 try to summarise the emission situation based on available public
statistics. These figures do not include dimensional stone production or aggregate
production unless these establishments have to report their emissions to the relevant
authorities, which is not required in any case at present as far as we are aware of.

From these somewhat incomplete figures it is obvious that the absolute emissions from
mines and quarries are negligible in a national perspective but when related to the
economic importance of the sector the industry accounts for a slightly higher share of
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emissions than the economic value added or persons employed. Mines and quarries
account for 1.2 % of the industry total sulphur dioxide emissions, 2.8 % of carbon dioxide

Table 25
Discharges into water in 1997
(t/a unless other indicated)

Branch Plants Flow (m3/a) Kiintoaine BOD7 CODCr P Tot N Tot
Mines & quarries 22 15 600 260 18 540 0 6
Industry total 234 1 614 380 27 065 23 847 234 935 266 3 840
Total nation 1 190 .. .. 30 423 .. 640 18 781

Branch Cr Fe Ni Co Cu Zn As Cd Hg Pb F
Mines & quarries 0.0 26 3.3 0.0 0.4 1.7 0.8 0.016 - 0.0 14
Industry total 8.0 1 835 15.4 4.3 9.7 34.5 1.2 0.113 0.027 0.6 79
Total nation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Source: SYKE, Helsinki 2001.

Table 26
Discharges into air in 1997
(kt/a unless other indicated)

Branch Plants Particles SO2 CO2 (Mt/a) NOx
Mines & quarries 25 743 560 0.5 753
Industry total 955 .. 47 000 18.0 43 000
Total nation 955 .. 99 000 60.0 260 000

Source: SYKE, Helsinki 2001, Suomen tilastollinen vuosikirja 2001, Table 21.

emissions and 1.8 % of the industry total emissions of nitrogen oxides. The mining and
quarrying industry’s share of total value added by industry is 0.40 % and its share of the
persons employed is 0.33 %. It is however important to take into account that most mines
are located in areas where other emissions are relatively speaking lower, in general due to
less traffic, farming and other industrial activities.

Perhaps the most important emission from the mining and quarrying sectors is the
production of country rock. The massive volume of this by-product from mining is
measured in millions of tonnes and in particular when compared to the volumes of
household wastes produced annually the country rock forms the bulk of all waste
produced. The issue is further aggravated by the large volumes of old country rock heaps
that are found in all countries where mining has been important in earlier centuries such as
Sweden. There are several issues concerning these volumes of country rock that
complicates the whole issue and makes volume based comparison often irrelevant:

•  Firstly the environmental burden created is not always that heavy. Many rocks are
virtually chemically inert and harmless, other containing sulphur compounds can react with
oxygen from the air to form acidic substances.
•  Secondly the rock can serve as raw material for production of aggregates or in other
uses in industry and construction.
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•  Thirdly there are new technologies being developed, which reduce the risk of oxidising
considerably by covering the heaps with impermeable layers to prevent air from getting in
contact and reacting with the country rock.

We have not found any comprehensive statistics showing either the annual volumes of
country rock produced or the total amount of tailings stored in Finland, but we do believe
they do exist. They do need some detailed analysis.

Land use

The relatively new aspects of land use has shifted the search light of environmental watch
dogs more to the aggregates industries than earlier simply because there are so many small
sand and gravel pits and quarries over 3 000 permits compared to around 10 metal mines
and some 50 quarries and industrial mineral mines. Further the extraction of sand and
gravel often takes place in eskers and these are particularly sensitive since they are
important to purify surface water draining into the ground water pool and also these eskers
are internationally unique. The environmental attitudes of sand and gravel producers will
have a crucial importance to the image of the whole industry in the coming years.

The bio diversity issue is not of any major concern to the mining and quarrying industry,
except in the cases where the eskers are unique habitats for some species, since the areas
affected by mining are so marginal.

Environmental measures

There are statistics from Outokumpu demonstrating how emissions from its mining
operations have evolved over recent years.

Table 27
Emissions from Outokumpu mines in Finland 1998

Metal
produced
(kt)

Ore
excavated
(Mt)

Waste rock
excavated
(Mt)

Waste
water
(Mm3)

Metal
released
(t)

Tailings
above
ground (Mt)

Hitura 1.2 0.3 0.0 0.13 0.2 0.3
Kemi 498 1.0 8.4 1.50 0.0 0.3
Mullikkoräme 5.5 0.2 0.0 1.00 0.9 0.0
Orivesi 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.25 0.0 0.2
Pyhäsalmi 42.0 1.1 0.3 8.10 1.4 0.6
Sum 547 2.8 8.8 10.98 2.5 1.4

Source: Outokumpu Environmental report 1999.

Table 28 shows that in spite of an increase in production from the sulphide mines the
amount of waste and metals released has not increased proportionally. Similar tables
should be produced over an extended period of years and possibly also for industrial
mineral mines. Perhaps it would be better to compare to volumes of concentrates
produced?
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Table 28
Emissions from Outokumpu mines in Finland in 1995 and 1998

Metal
produced
(kt)

Ore
excavated
(Mt)

Waste rock
excavated
(Mt)

Waste
water
(Mm3)

Metal
released to
water
(t)

Tailings
above
ground
(Mt)

1995 1998 1995 1998 1995 1998 1995 1998 1995 1998 1995 1998
Chromite
mine

598 498 1.2 1.0 10 8.4 1.6 1.5 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.3

Other
mines

30.9 48.7 2.4 1.9 0.5 0.4 6.0 9.5 10.1 2.5 1.2 1.1

Sources: Outokumpu Environmental reports 1995 and 1999.

Statistics available on environmental expenditures are given in Table 29 below. The table
shows that investments in environmental protection are higher in mines and quarries than
the industry average and higher than the sector’s share of employment and value added.

Table 29
Environmental protection investment 1998
(MEUR)

Air Water Waste Other Total Total fixed
investment

Environment
of total (%)

Mines & quarries 0.52 1.44 2.60 0.05 4.62 55.20 8.4
Total 66.95 75.68 40.90 3.83 187.38 3 899.32 4.8
 Source: http://statfin.stat.fi/tk/yr/ye318inv_en.html.

Image of the industry

Finnish mining industry has been breaking new ground in environmental awareness and
efforts over several decades and still has a leading position internationally. Outokumpu
started presenting environmental reports almost before any other mining companies
already in the 1970s. This practice has only in the last years spread globally and will soon
become the industry standard. Environmental certification of mines according to ISO
14000 is another example of a Finnish first in the mining sector, this is not yet practised
elsewhere in Scandinavia.

In spite of earlier performance it is obvious that for the future new demands will be put on
the industry. At present there is strong focus from Brussels in particular on the issue of old
tailings and country rock dumps. The systematic work done so far must continue and the
steady and sometimes tedious routine work must go on unrelentlessly.  The present Global
Mining Initiative and Mining and Minerals for Sustainable Development initiative should
be followed closely also by KTY. Perhaps there is a need for a special coverage of these
projects? The issue of sustainability is another hot topic, which is complicated and to
which there are no easy approaches or answers but which still needs covering and serious
treatment.

http://statfin.stat.fi/tk/yr/ye318inv_en.html
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GOVERNMENT POLICY

General

Reliance on base industries together with direct state involvement in many industrial
companies has been the traditional industrial policy of Finland. Of the base industries
government has had and still has important shares in Outokumpu, Rautaruukki, Partek,
Kemira, Stora Enso and several others. The general successes of this strategy have been
commented on above, suffice it here to note that in particular the state holdings in several
of these companies has been managed excellently and to the long term benefit of both the
companies and the national economy. During the 1980s and 90s new roads forward have
been tried and it seems as if they have been equally successful, at least when looking at the
success of Nokia and other IT sector companies. The role of government policy in this
might not yet be finally assessed.

The mission of the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) is to:

•  Create a competitive environment for the operations of business enterprises.
•  Safeguard the rights of citizens on the market.
•  Manage the State’s shareholdings.

MTI is responsible for developing strategies to support these long-term goals. Of direct
interest to the resource sector are the new energy strategies on the drawing board and
possible changes in Mineral policy and the RTD strategy. The practical activities of the
MTI in the resource sector are mainly RTD support channeled through TEKES, direct
involvement in GTK and the administration of mineral rights, while the state ownership in
Outokumpu, Kemira and Partek is to be cut down substantially. Hopefully that will not
mean that these companies completely loose their long-term commitment in areas of
business, which are cyclical and sometimes not profitable from a short term perspective but
always with important socio-economic benefits.

High tech industries?

It seems as if the focus on what the MTI calls high-tech industries and so called Small and
Medium Enterprises (SME) will continue. It should however always be kept in mind that
the importance of the IT sector has not yet reached far outside the stock exchange, and

Table 30
Key indicators for base industries and “high tech” sector in Finland
(%)

Value added Exports Market cap
1980 1998 1980 1999 1980 2000

Forestry 20 28 44 29 35 2
Metal products 28 24 28 31 20 5
Electronics and IT - 11 - 21 - 81

Source: Finland 2001, p 27.
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recently also this has been challenged with the demise of the most spectacular IT
companies. The earlier discussion about which are the real high-tech industries (p. 50)
should be kept alive.

Mineral Policy

A new Mineral Policy was introduced in the early 1990s when Finland was opened up for
international exploration and mining companies and a new mining legislation adopted. The
global exploration and mining scene is however changing fast and it might become
necessary to review the legislation once again in light of the changes that several of the
countries competing with Finland for exploration investments have made to improve their
attractiveness. The perception of Finland is still that it is a fairly closed country where the
GTK and Outokumpu have more or less a monopoly on mineral resources. There is only
one domestic junior mining company, which less than in both Sweden and Norway and not
comparable to Canada or Australia or even Ireland. The lack of capital, primarily risk
capital from the local stock exchange is another main reason for this situation. Another
factor is the relatively high cost of obtaining exploration permits and licensees in Finland.
There is a need to review this situation systematically and in particular when Outokumpu
has announced that they will withdraw from exploration and mining.

GTK has an important role as one of the largest state controlled organization in the
extractive industries sector. Its main role is a government agency in geosciences and as a
provider of base information for exploration and other uses by the extractive industries.

RTD policy

The need for coordination and support for industry led RTD projects is probably bigger in
the extractive sector than in for example the IT sector. It is still crucial that suitable
amounts of government funds are channeled into the mining sector.

The support from TEKES to the Intelligent Mine and Wasteless Mine projects was fairly
successful. It is not clear to the consultant if there has been any systematic evaluation of
these two projects. Equally the Stone project has been instrumental in moving the various
sectors to the research front in a collaborative effort between industry and government. At
present there is no project running or in the pipeline and the MTI does not make initiatives,
they have to come from industry. Are there any ideas from the KTY members?

Environment and energy

The view from SYKE and most probably of the Ministry of Environment is that the
emissions from the mining and even to some extent from the metallurgical industries are
not at present posing any major problems or threats to Finnish environment or the health
and well-being of Finnish citizens.

The one major issue that is raised from the Ministry of Environment is the high energy
consumption of the mining and metallurgical sector. This needs to be further evaluated.
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REGIONAL IMPORTANCE

The number of persons working in the mining and quarrying industries (as defined in the
table below) was only 0.14 % of the total number of employed in 1998 or 0.73 % of the
number of persons employed in all industry. The regional differences are however
important:

Table 31
Regional employment in mining and quarrying

Region Staff in
mines and
quarries

% of total
employees
in region

Region Staff in
mines and
quarries

% of total
employees
 in region

Pohjois-
Pohjanmaa 819 0.62

Pohjois-
Savo 365 0.40

Kainuu 165 0.54
Pohjois-
Karjala 223 0.38

Lappi 341 0.50 Satakunta 215 0.24
Etelä-
Pohjanmaa 328 0.44

Varsinais-
Suomi 436 0.23

Etelä-Karjala 219 0.43 Uusimaa 418 0.07

Source: TK, Henkilötilastot: työssäkäynti, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2000, Table 348.
Note: Includes also extraction of peat.

These differences show that the mining and quarrying sectors are providing employment in
areas where the alternatives are not as abundant as in the economically most active regions
of Finland. This might also be illustrated graphically on a map in later public presentations.

When looking into the future locations of mining and quarrying there are a few tendencies,
which are determining the future of the sector. For metal and industrial minerals mining it
is where exploration is made or in other words where geological opportunities are most
attractive. For the quarries it is the location of demand that is shaping the geographical
structure of the industry also in the future

Exploration for metals is concentrated in Lappi, Pohjois-Pohjanmaa and Pohjois-Karjala,
which are all areas where the marginal economic effects both of exploration in itself and of
future mines is more important than the modest number of potential employees and
additional expenditure indicate. The on-going search for Platinum group metals (PGM) in
the Penikat area where South African major mining company Gold Fields is spending
some 13 MUSD together with Outokumpu (Arctic Platinum Partnership) is perhaps the
most spectacular example of this. There are others in the same regions. The future of
mining will hence remain in the economically most needed areas.

Industrial minerals are also mostly looked for in areas where unemployment is higher than
the country average. Please see Map 4.

As far as quarries supplying raw materials for housing, roads and other construction work
they have been extremely sensitive to transport costs and they have had to be located
within a very narrow radius of the point of consumption. However the increasing demands
for land use planning and for protection of groundwater etc will mean that gradually the
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cost of these materials will increase and hence the potential for slightly longer transports
will increase. If we assume that the availability of these materials are more or less equally
distributed over the country (or at least in volumes sufficient to cover demand in the
foreseeable future) this will probably mean that quarries and sand- and gravel pits will
move to areas where they will become economically more important.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following points are written in a brief, short format based on bullet points presented at
the meeting in Orijärvi. They refer to the situation in Finland. The points are based on the
interviews conducted, the material brought forward in the study and the discussion held in
Orijärvi. All ideas and proposals are only representing the views of the consultant.

General

Solid reputation internationally/domestically
The Finnish extractive industries, in particular the metal mining sector and the equipment
manufacturers, have a solid reputation internationally and nationally. The whole sector
compares favourably to its international peers, both technically, economically and
environmentally and in terms of the health and safety situation.

Economically important – foundation of modern Finland
The extractive industries have served as a foundation for the building of modern
industrialized Finland. The sector still has real economic importance. In the future the
extractive industries will form the basis for the resource cluster with continued great socio-
economic values.

Table 32
Summary of economic importance of extractive industries and resource based cluster

 Value added Employees Exports  Establishments
                                                                MEUR                                         MEUR
Extractive industries            614      9 577                  655   1 120
Resource based cluster (RBC)       11 418            211 434              50 492 36 274
RBC’s share of total industries (%)            34           39                    19                          63

Source: Based on previous tables.

Success stories
Several exceptional success stories for example:  
•  Outokumpu (metal mining, metallurgy)
•  Tulikivi (dimensional stones)
•  Larox (mining equipment)
•  Mondo Minerals (industrial minerals)
Strong personalities have initially been very important as for example: Eero Mäkinen,
Petri Bryk, Reijo Vauhkonen, Nuutti Vartianinen and others. Engineers have slowly built
the industry. Perhaps there is a need for some more engineering based approaches again?

World class technology
Technologies and skills have been developed to find and treat ores into metals and final
products many of which are of world class level. These technologies and skills now form
the basis for the extractive industries themselves and for the resource based cluster. Mining
equipment manufacturing, engineering and earth science services are sectors with great
future potential. The skills learned could also be used in other sectors such as environment,
water supply, town planning etc.
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Extractive industries – Porter dynamics
Over the last 60-70 years mines have been the foundation and base for building a network
of interlinked industries in a complex process. For example: The mines have created a
demand for locally manufactured equipment and machinery replacing imported goods.
Local metallurgical industries have consumed industrial minerals as have also the pulp &
paper industries done. Many more examples of how the mining sector has sparked new
economic developments could be given. The end result is that clusters, so called by the
economist Michael Porter, have developed. This development has established both a
competitive environment and close relations both up and down in the production chain,
which gives all participants advantages over those which are more isolated on their own in
the international market. Both mines and beneficiation industries, their customers and
suppliers such as equipment manufacturers are important in this network and if one link
will go missing it will weaken the whole cluster. Some of the present cluster links are:
•  Industrial minerals – pulp and paper.
•  Dimensional stone – fireplaces, interior decorating.
•  Metal mining – metallurgy – stainless steel.
•  All extractive industries – equipment manufacturing.
•  Metal mining – environmental technologies.
•  Exploration & RTD – all mineral sectors.
The total effect of the clusters is more than the sum of the parts.

Two different worlds
The extractive sector consists of two completely different sets of companies:
•  The many small quarry and sand/gravel pit operators
•  A handful large companies operating metal and industrial mineral mines.
These two sub-sectors have very different status in all respects: economically, socio-
economically, resources to deal with problems and to take advantage of opportunities,
culture and traditions. The two worlds must however recognize these real and important
differences and respect each other. In spite of differences the two worlds need to cooperate
especially when talking to authorities and the public. The public does not see the difference
between an underground metal operation and a sandpit – in its view they are both simply
mines.

No need for pessimism
There is a general view that mining has been overtaken by the IT industry and other ‘high-
tech’ sectors in Finland. People point to the fact that ore production, in particular metal
ores, is going down. Outokumpu’s recent strategic decision to leave mining altogether is
taken as yet another indication of that mining has no future. This is, of course, a
misconception as well as the conclusion that the whole sector is dying is false. First of all
the extractive industry sector contains many profitable and important companies even if
they, one by one are not as big as Outokumpu used to be. Secondly the smaller size of
these new companies gives them definite advantages such as quick a decision making
process and flexibility. Thirdly the space left gets available for newcomers, which are
bringing new ideas and experiences with them. This leads to a revitalization of the
industry. Canadian Inmet buying Pyhäsalmi, South African Gold Fields exploring in Lappi
are most probably advantageous, at least in the long run, compared to a situation where
GTK and Outokumpu had still been dominating the exploration and mining industries.
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Open up to foreign competition
The Finnish mining sector itself is internationally perceived as fairly closed to newcomers.
Regardless if it is not from a formal point of view. Even if the first new entrants have
already arrived, it is important to further facilitate for juniors and majors from abroad to
enter the country to explore for new deposits and new mines. Exploration could become a
new growth sector. The auctioning of mineralisations/deposits that the GTK has found is
an excellent initiative. A revised mineral legislation and a promotion of the Finnish
opportunities could further add to the inflow of capital.

Socio-economics

Favourable working conditions
Wage levels in Finnish mines and many other parts of extractive industries are high.
Accident rates low at least in large-scale sector. Occupational health situation is good.
There is however a lack of women in the industry. The age distribution is OK although a
problem to recruit young people could be seen as coming like in other industry sectors.

High tech industry
Traditional mining has become a high tech industry with almost nothing left of the
hardships of only 50 years ago. The introduction of new technologies has however been
delayed among the many small sand and gravel operations. Often because they have less
financial resources to invest in new equipment.

Nordic integration
The Nordic development opportunities across the cluster are good. The mining equipment
manufacturers are already in practice fully integrated. The Geological Services are starting
international cooperation. The industrial minerals companies have jumped into Europe but
via an initial Scandinavian step.

Clean industry
The industry has suffered no serious environmental problems in recent years. There are not
even any aggressive environmental critics. The only exception is the attention caused by
some gold diggers in Lapland, which is said to have created some environmental problems.
There seems to be a slight southern Finland – northern and rural Finland ‘conflict’ behind
some of the environmental issues. The former group wants to keep the north as a ‘clean
preservation’. High energy consumption in the sector is criticized by national authorities. It
is difficult to find good statistics in this area and it is possible that there might be some
misunderstandings here. There is a need to clarify absolute energy consumption in the
extractive industries themselves and in the resource based cluster. It is also important to
understand what is the real energy efficiency in these sectors compared to international
peers. For the future the land use and ground water issues for the many small quarries and
sand and gravel pits (and other mines) will become increasingly important.

Regionally important
Mining is of great importance regionally. Most mines, both metal and industrial mineral
mines, are located in areas where the jobs created are very important. Most of the
exploration work is also done in the same areas.
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Small and medium enterprises
The dynamics of small and big, entrepreneurs and local growth opportunities; the potential
to develop personally and economically is another side of the regional aspects. The initial
stages of mining are more and more done by entrepreneurs, so called junior mining
companies, well suited for small businesses. How are such junior companies promoted and
other small businesses supported and new Laroxes, Tulikivis created? Shortage of capital
is one important problem highlighted in our discussions.

Recruitment
There is a growing problem to attract first students for training and education and later
staff at all levels. Coordination, as in the recent “Smart väljer metaller” brochure, with
other base industries is important.

RTD
RTD efforts in the Extractive industries are higher than industry average, but low at
present following the Intelligent and Wasteless mine projects in the early 1990s. New
projects should be discussed and proposed to government.

Image

Neutral image
The general public perception of the industry is fairly neutral. This is a better situation than
in Sweden, where there has been protests against exploration activities and demands for
restrictions on mining from both landowners, same people and environmentalists. The
situation in Norway is similar to that in Sweden.

Negative views spreading?
There seems to be a risk that the negative attitudes to mining in continental member
countries of the EU and the Commission itself will spread from above into Finland in spite
of the high reputation the industry still has. This has already happened in Sweden, which
shows the need to maintain the channels to politicians open and intensify public discussion.
The knowledge of the mining sector and its specific problems at ministry level in Finland
is much better than it is for example in Sweden. This is a good starting point for continuing
discussions.

Sustainability
The image of the mining sector as being the prime example of a non-sustainable industry
working with non-renewable resources must be, if not completely changed, at least
problematised. The availability of metal resources over time and in relation to market
demands as well as the recyclability and other factors, which balance the traditional and
widespread picture of the mining industry as working only with a non-renewable asset
must be put forward. This is a long process but it should be started as soon as possible.
These issues are well suited for Nordic and European cooperation.

SME successes
The extractive industries have as pointed out above been successful in growing successful
business out of smaller companies. But not many people know of this.
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Unions supportive
Strong and supportive trade unions should be used in promoting the sector.

Good links with government
There is still a fairly good understanding of the extractive sector and its specific situation
and problems in Finnish government. This is an excellent starting point in trying to further
improve the sector’s conditions and relations with government. The Swedish situation,
which could certainly be unique and not illustrative of potential developments in Finland
(but this is not very likely), is much different with less understanding and less attention
given to the extractive sector.

Information gap
High tech/Low tech!? Here is a definitive information problem: To demonstrate that
mining is no longer a hard, dark and dangerous job but a highly sophisticated and
complicated task which almost demands an engineer’s degree.

What is the potential of cooperating on an organizational level with Svenska
Gruvföreningen, PIL in Norway etc? The image issues know no boundaries.

Energy consumption
Energy consumption is key area of concern from government, environmentally and
economically, see above. What are the true figures? Nationally and internationally? Is there
a misunderstanding and mixing of mining and metallurgy?

Domestically vs foreign owned companies
The result of Outokumpu’s strategic review of its mining sector will lead to the divestiture
of the whole sector. Without commenting on this strategy as such it is important to
consider its potential implications on the image of the extractive cluster. Coming from
Sweden where this discussion is lively at present the consultant wants to bring this issue up
for discussion. Could it lead to negative public sentiments if the mines are taken over by
foreign mining company? Certainly this might not in the long run be a great catastrophe at
all, but could be perceived as such. Domestic/foreign owners will it mean different
dynamics?  There is definitely a trade off between the dangers involved in moving the
decision making away from Finland (which mostly happens when a company becomes
foreign owned) as far as jobs and strategic decisions are concerned but on the other hand a
new owner often brings in new ideas, technologies, possibly capital and market
knowledge. The balance here is important to find.
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PROPOSALS

The proposals made below are only the views of the consultant. Some of the ideas might
not be applicable or have already been tested. The study has not focused on how these
aspects have been handled, what has been done earlier etc. The proposals are a sort of a
byproduct of thought generated when preparing this report. Before moving ahead most of
the ideas and proposals need further reconsidering and evaluating.

Image improvement necessary
There is a need for an effort to polish the image of the extractive industries even if the
perception of the industry in Finland probably is among the best in Europe. Much better
than in Sweden for example. The reasons are firstly the continuing need to attract qualified
staff and capital for future developments and RTD efforts. Secondly the European wave of
negative sentiments against extractive industries might spread also to Finland.

Perception issue
Facts do not need changing, the environmental situation is good, the economic status of the
industry is good  – the image is mostly a communication problem.

Long term undertaking
To build and maintain a positive public image is a long term and continuous project.

Examples available
It should be possible to learn from the recent experiences of the Suomen Maarakentajien
Keskusliitto and the Kiviteollisuusliitto in their efforts to upgrade their public positions.
The necessity of a dynamic leader of an industry association is also evident from the
rebirth of Svenska Gruvföreningen in Sweden. The economic means available do not
always have to be the most important factor in determining success or not.

Coordination…
It will be important to coordinate with SML and Kiviteollisuusliitto as organizations to
strengthen KTY.

.. and among Nordic countries and wider
Coordination with Swedish Mining Association and the Norwegians (PIL)
Global Mining Initiative could give support to the present Finnish efforts. Perhaps there is
a chance to coordinate with their release of material (Rio +10)?

Target audience
Communicate widely and with long-term focus:   
•  Politicians at all levels
•  Public around existing operation
•  Teachers
•  School children
•  Secondary school pupils
•  University students
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Activities some ideas…
•  Participation in industry internal seminars for example in the Rovaniemi conference.
•  Day of Geology (Swedish success for first time in 2001)
•  Website
•  Coordinated information to public/politicians in local communities where sector cluster

is located is most important.
•  At a later stage there could be seminars etc with politicians.

Topics to highlight
•  In general information material can to a large part be presented based on present study.
•  Environmental developments (bacteria etc) by Outokumpu.
•  Use Arctic Platinum Partnership as an example of positive influence of mining and

foreign companies.

Further studies
•  Perceptions

o Better understanding of people’s (public and politicians) perceptions of the
extractive industries.

•  Environment
o The area covered by mining is negligible but still attracts a lot of interest

why?
o The environmental measures taken have effect – compare over years for

metal produced.
•  Women in mining

o How to increase the number of women.
•  Regions

o Unemployment and mining needs some more study to clarify the real
effects.

Other (non-information) subjects
•  Attract more women.
•  Increase RTD, start some new cooperative project.
•  Coordinate university courses even further bring in Sweden in cooperation.
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KTY QUESTIONNAIRE 2001

Questions
We would appreciate if you could provide us with figures from the past five years (1996-
2000) for your company when replying to these questions. If you cannot find numbers for
all year or all questions please give us what you can find. Also try to give us a prognosis
for 2001 and plans for the future regarding increased production, employment, new
establishments etc. We will treat all data as confidential and they will be used only for this
specific study.

1. Financial data

a. What is your company’s turnover?

b. What is the company profit?

2. Taxes.

a. How much does your company pay in corporate tax?

b. If available, how much do the employees pay in tax?

c. Are there other contributions to local/regional/national governments? In that

case which and how much?

3. Production.

a. What is produced and/or what services are offered?

b. How large is your production/service volume?

c. Where does input material origin? (Other countries or industry sectors).

d. How much is imported from other countries? Which countries?

e. How much of your production is related to the extractive sector?

4. Export.

Of the total production volume:

a. How much was exported?

b. To which countries?

5. Employment.

a. What is the number of employees divided in blue- and white-collar

workers?

b. Where are the jobs located and how many at each site?
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c. If the company is located, or have facilities, in remote regions, that region

might be highly dependable of that industry. Is the company the dominant

employer in any region? If so, how large share of the total labour force in

that region is supplied by the company?

6. Research and development.

a. How much is invested in R&D?

b. Which areas are you engaged in?

c. Does the company cooperate with universities or other institutions in

Finland and abroad, for instance GTK or Helsinki University of

Technology?

d. If so, how is the cooperation organized and what is the budget?

e. Is there any cooperation in R&D with other companies in your sector or

with companies in other industry sectors?

7. External effects.

Almost all types of production, in particular the extractive industries, cause some

kind of external effects that affects the environment. What effects do your company

cause? How much is invested to improve environmental conditions?

8. Subsidies.

Does your company receive some form of support/subsidy/grants from the

national/regional government or from the EU?

9. Ownership conditions.

a. Who controls the company? Foreign or domestic owners?

b. Who are the major shareholders?

c. Is the company listed in a stock exchange?

10. Other.

Comments of interest in areas not covered above.
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SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO KTY QUESTIONNAIRE 2001

Thirty one companies were included (KTY-members and a few non-member companies)
in the survey. Eighteen of these have replied, ten announced that they intended to answer
(but never did) and 3 said that they did not want to participate in the study. Seven non-
member companies were selected and the survey distributed also to them. None of these
have replied.

Financial data

The total turnover among the replying companies was some 9 281million FIM in 2000.
Company profits were not given by most companies since they consider profit information
confidential.

Taxes

Corporate tax in Finland is reported to be 28 %. Very limited reply rate makes it
impossible to make any calculations.

Production and exports

The extractive industry cluster produces a variety of products in 2000 the total output from
the companies replying to the questionnaire was 38 Mt 2000. Most input material originate
from Finland, only a few producers, mostly equipment manufacturers, import raw material.
Equipment manufacturers are together with dimensional stone the ones that accounts for
the largest share of exports. Minerals in unprocessed form are exported mainly to European
countries.

Employment

Total number of workers was 10 028 in year 2000. None of the companies reported that
they were a dominant employer in any region. However in one or two cases a company
was am important employer. Some companies move from location to location and can at a
given time be an important part of a small region/town. Further, in some areas are more
than one company in the sector the extractive sector as a whole might, in that area, account
for a large share of employment.

The number shows that either the information from Statistics Finland is incorrect or the
companies include workers from other sectors. For instance, transport personnel in quarries
can be included in the total workforce.
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Research and development

263 MFIM was invested in research and development last year. Most research was made in
product development and the research was also often connected to universities, GTK and
other institutes. There was even some cooperation between companies active in different
sectors.

External effects

The companies report different types of external (environmental) effects.

Subsidies

Few companies reported receiving subsidies from government. Occasionally there have
been subsidies for new establishment of new plants and for some research projects.

Ownership conditions

Four of the companies are privately or family owned. One company only was listed on the
Helsinki stock exchange under its own name. The remaining companies were listed as part
of a larger company/group.

Table 1
Summary of answers

Year Turnover Production Employees R & D
 MFIM Mt  MFIM

2000 9 682 94 10 028 277
     

Source: Company answers
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES KTY 2001

Turnover (MFIM) Taxes (MFIM) Production (Mt) Export (Mt) Employees R&D (MFIM) Environment (MFIM) Subsidies (MFIM) Owner
COMPANY 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000
AvestaPolarit 630       2 2 310 15 15 2 2 Group
Sp Minerals 13 95 0 2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 81 1 1 3 3 Group
Mondo 417 417 6 6 0.44 0.44 0.20 0.20 148 9 9 9 9 Group
Kemira 8 97 Group
SMA Saxo 19 0 0.3 28 0.1 0.2 Svenska Mineral
Karl Forström 11 11 1 4 0.2 0.2 16 13 0.2 0.3 Private
Partek/Nordkalk 4 4 611 12 22 Group
Lohja Rudus 1453 1 22 1 600 3 Group
Nunnanuuni 1 6 Private
FNSA 968 1200 30 36 0.5 1800 12e
Riddarhyttan 0 0.04 0 76 1 2 4 27 1 Listed
Endomines 1 5 1 9 Private
Outokumpu 454 401 1.2 3.1 2.7 520 69 52.4 3 Group
Metso Minerals 3000 2300 700 Group
GTK 41 47 836 814 35 54 Government
Soumen Malmi 40 0.3 100 25 100 1 Group
Geomachine 12 12 0.1 0.1 16 0.1 0.1 Private
Sandvik/Tamrock 2356 192 6750 6413 1177 82 1 1 Group
SML 53 3000 Small
SUM 1916 9682 38 317 94 na na 10028 145 277

Notes:  Exports Metso Minerals and Sandvik/Tamrock are in MFIM.
             Production Sandvik/Tamrock is in pieces of equipment.
             Export and production of Suomen Malmi is in man years.
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LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED/CONTACTED

Fredrik Björnberg Myllykoski
Tom Bröckl Retired
Antero Hakapää Outokumpu
Pekka Jauhiainen Kiviteollisuusliitto
Lea Kauppi SYKE
Timo Kekkonen MTI
Matti Koponen Outokumpu
Helena Korhonen Ympäristöministeriö
Kauno Koskela Metallityöväen Liitto
Stig Kumlin Metallityöväen Liitto
Tuomo Laitinen SML
Timo Lindborg Endomines
Markku Mäkelä GTK
Pentti Norras GTK
Paula Nybergh MTI
Lars-Göran Olsson Riddarhyttan
Yrjö Pekkala GTK
Jyri Seppälä SYKE
Edward Posey NANR
Raimo Pulkkinen TEKES
Jari Rintala SYKE
Roy Spencer Ilmari Oy
Rolf Ström Sandvik/Tamrock
Veli Suominen GTK
Pekka Särkkä HUT Rock Engineering
Heikki Vartiainen MTI
Pertti Vuotilainen Metso
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Figure 4
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Figure 6
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Figure 5
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